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In order to manage mobility in next-generation networks for 4G services protocols will 
have to contend with problems of link heterogeneity, providing seamless handoff, satisfying 
QoS, and enhancing user experience. This thesis proposes a mobility management framework 
that aims to provide a framework for advanced mobility algorithms that allows the challenges of 
next-generation roaming to be met. The framework features tools that gather context and content 
information, guarantee low-level QoS, provide security, and offer link and handoff management. 
The framework aims to be scalable and reliable for all-IP heterogeneous wireless networks 
whilst conforming to 4G service requirements. The framework is designed as a cross layer 
function that utilizes an IEEES02.21 Media Independent Handover stack. Simulation 
experiments were run to compare Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), Mobile IP (MIP) and the 
proposed solution to target the ideal IEEES02.21 user. The performance metrics registered 
during the simulation runs were the load incurred on the IEEES02.21 Media Independent 
Handover Function and the protocol stack reactivity of the protocols. The results obtained from 
the experiments confirm the proposed framework as the ideal IEEES02.21 user suited for Media 
Independent Handovers. The framework is seen to be an important step in guaranteeing 
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3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership Project): A predominately European standardization body 
in charge of defining standards for future and evolving networks. 
4G: 4th generation; implies a futuristic concept and includes Beyond 3G (B3G). 
4G networks: All-IP networks that provide an access, control and management, and service 
plane for network communications. 
Access Router (AR): A front-end router that provides the first point of connection to the 
network, also used synonymously with Access Point (AP). 
Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting (AAA): A security protocol that ensures the 
secure and accountable association of two network clients, used in this case for IP networks 
predominately. 
All-IP: A 4G notion of global networks that are built on the IP protocol that provides a platform 
for Internet services. 
Bit Error Rate (BER): The number of erroneous bits in a data link frame. 
Committed Information Rate (CIR): Committed Information Rate is a value that indicates the 
service level agreement between a network and client for throughput during a session. 
Correspondent Node (CN): The end-recipient or end-sender in a communication between itself 
and the MN (mobile node). Could either be a client or server with roaming capabilities. 
Handoff: Refers to changing the Point of Attachment (PoA) of a UE from network to another to 











Home Agent (HA): A network element defined in the Mobile IP protocol operation as a router in 
a mobile node's home network that acts a proxy for the node when it roams away from the home 
network. 
IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineering): An American-based institute 
whose 802 working groups are charged with defining standards for wireless networks. 
GGSN (Gateway GPRS Support Node): The gateway router that bridges between a UMTS 
cellular network backbone and a packet data network, usually the Internet. 
IMS (Internet Multimedia Subsystem): An architecture for provisioning, managmg and 
controlling high-grade services for the Internet. 
IP (Internet Protocol): The standard protocol for controlling and managing networks that 
interconnect to form the Internet by housing routing, addressing and other features in its suite. 
ISO (International Standards Organization): A body that verifies standards, referenced here 
for defining the ISO protocol stack. 
IWF (Interworking Function): Functional network entities that bridge across networks that 
differ technological by providing an anchor point for mobility for roaming clients. 
Mobility management: A set of procedures that allow roaming devices to attach to a different 
network to access network services. It consists of handoff management and location 
management. 
Mobility management protocol (MMP): A protocol that is dedicated to handling mobility 
management functions with provisions for handoff management and in some cases location 
management. 
Mobile IP (MIP): Mobile IP is a part of the network layer IP suite and handles terminal 











Multihoming: A techniques used to assign multiple IP address to a single terminal for mobility. 
Next-generation networks: See 4G networks. 
Next-Generation Wireless Networks (NGWN): Advanced 4G networks that rely on wireless 
access radio technologies. 
Packet Data Unit (PDU): A unit of information that is encapsulated and sent upwards or 
downwards in layer-by-Iayer fashion within the protocol stack in order to either relay 
information between the layers or to pack or unpack data payloads for transmission. 
Policy Decision Function (PDF): A functional entity in IMS that manages and provisions QoS 
for the IMS traffic plane. 
Point-of-Attachment (PoA): The physical data-link between a client and an access subnet that 
is a low-level association for channel communication. 
QoS (Quality of Service): A term that encompasses the throughput and delay variables of a 
high-level transmission for assurances to the application and user. 
OSI (Open Systems Interconnection): A basic standard reference model for defining and 
delineating the functionalities of protocols by modularizing networks into 5 main functional 
layers in a protocol stack. 
Radio Access Networks (RAN): Usually last mile connectivity access networks that use radio 
interfaces for client communication. 
Received Signal Strength (RSS): Represents the power of the received transmission at the 
client. 
System Architecture Evolution (SAE): The latest, at time of writing, 3GPP definition of an 
upgraded evolved wireless terrestrial network. 











management protocol that can handle session and terminal mobility, and is primarily used for 
real-time UDP sessions such as VoIP. 
Single-layer protocols: Protocols that reside in a single layer of the protocol stack that do not 
have access to cross layer information. Otherwise referred to mono-layer in this document. 
SIPIMIP: Refers to an integrated hybrid solution that combines SIP and MIP for mobility 
management with several implementations available in literature. 
SRNC: Serving Radio Network Controller. Refers to the UMTS network element that 
aggregates several Node_Bs. Here the Serving RNC governs a single Node_B domain. 
UE (User Equipment): Refers to the user and the terminal client device used for network 
access. Used interchangeably with MT (mobile terminal), MH (mobile host) and MN (mobile 
node). 
XLM (Cross Layer Manager): The mam architectural feature of the proposed mobility 
solution. The term is synonymously used to refer to the functional entity and the whole proposed 












Chapter 1 Introduction 
Seamless network roaming and ubiquitous network coverage are the basis of global 
roaming which is one of key drivers of Next-Generation Wireless Networks (NGWN). Users, 
regardless of their location or access device, will expect access to a uniform set of recognizable 
services. This omnipresent access realized through ubiquitous network coverage for metropolitan 
areas at least. 
The majority of communication services are seeing deployment on the Web, which is an 
economical platform for reaching users globally. As a result, all ubiquitous access networks will 
have a direct or indirect connection to the Internet as a backbone core network. The access 
networks, defined as IP-CAN (Internet Protocol-Connectivity Access Networks), natively 
transport IP packets for services deployed on the Internet Multimedia Subsystem (lMS). As users 
migrate across the IP-CANs, they expect handoff between the adjacent networks to be 
transparent. This seamless handoff will be the task of mobility management protocols that will 
have to ensure service continuity across heterogeneous IP-CANs. Transferring a running service 
session to a different IP-CAN network context is a major problem in NGWNs because the access 
networks are inherently different in their radio technologies. 
The IP-CAN access networks are heterogeneous for a couple of reasons. One is that 
capital investment in existing infrastructure will mean that network owners will not want to 
forgo their technology and invest in other expensive ventures. The other reason is that different 
network requirements drive different network specifications. Practically, a single network cannot 
cater for all different user needs or provide all services. Issues such as cost, coverage, data rate 
and ease of deployment dictate differentiated technology specifications [1]. Because of these two 










The access networks connected to the core Internet network have different configuration, 
association, QoS, and security mechanisms. Such incompatibility among networks introduces 
high complexity and overhead when a mobile node switches its Point of Attachment (PoA) 
during handoff. Although Interworking Functions (lWF) hardwired into the network 
infrastructure allow for context transfer amongst networks, it is more feasible for the IWFs to 
interwork only with the common IP-based core network in NGN and rarely with the adjacent 
networks. The IP plane, which is the platform for service delivery and application deployment, is 
the convergence point for all heterogeneous access networks. As a result, all stack layers above 
and including layer-3 are common across all access networks. This eases service, personal and 
profile mobility when moving across IP-CANs since there is a common network layer. However, 
this does nothing to terminal mobility since the data-link and physical layers are still different 
across IP-CANs. 
For session mobility aoross IP-CANs, layer-3 handoff is necessary to maintain a 
locatable address for end-to-end IP communication. However, this does not guarantee that a 
terminal will be able to connect to a given IP-CAN through the network layer. Network-layer 
mobility management protocols cannot uniformly handoff a roaming terminal across different 
access links without adequate layer-2 support [2] for terminal mobility. Mobility between cells 
of the same radio technology is easily achievable by layer-2 handoff management mechanisms 
that are inbuilt in the data-link layer for a defined technology. The wider macro-mobility 
(mobility across different domains) requires vertical handoff [3], which should be able to handle 
context transfers between different technologies. What is needed is a mobility management 
protocol that simultaneously handles network layer macromobility and data-link layer terminal 
mobility. Mobile IP is the envisioned macro-mobility protocol for IP-CANs, and upgrades into 
MIPv6 when IPv4 migrates to IPv6. 
MIPv6 tackles mobility through the redirection of a globally re-routable and globally 
identifiable address (lPv4 or IPv6 address). Since all mobile nodes expect to have an IPv6 
address in NGWN, macro-mobility across IP-CANs is easier using MIPv6 by further allocating 











care-of-address (CoA), configured for its migrated subnet, is reachable via the node's old IP 
address (home address). 
In addition to MIPv6 there are other mobility management processes residing at higher 
layers in the protocol stack such as the popular SIP. These mobility management protocols 
(MMP) -designed to handle terminal, personal, session or service mobility- require a transparent 
platform for network context switches. Since all the mobility types of personal, session and 
service mobility are inherently dependent on terminal mobility, heterogeneity in access links 
impairs mobility at all layers. To counter the problem of heterogeneity in access links, the 
IEEE802.21 working group drafted a service set to optimize handovers across heterogeneous 
networks. The IEEE802.21 Media Independent Handover Services (MIHS) [4] abstract links 
from the higher layers, allowing uniform and transparent handoffs to occur. However, even by 
using MIHS most mobility management protocols (MMP) lack the decision-making capabilities 
required in the advanced mobility scenarios prevalent in NGWN. 
NGWN advanced mobility scenarios form when a mobile node is running stringent 
multimedia or data content in the overlapping areas of several heterogeneous access networks. 
Here, MMPs need to be aware of content such as the user preferences and the resource 
requirements of an application running on a service session. They also need to be aware of 
contextual information such as the capabilities and resources of connected or neighbouring 
networks. A subset of content/context-aware scenarios is the Always-Best-Connected (ABC) 
scenario in which multiple access technologies are available to the multimodal mobile node. A 
multimodal mobile node houses several network interfaces that connect to different access 
technologies. Because the available networks have different coverage, costs, and bandwidth 
specifications, an ABC mobility solution will run an application on a network whose 
specifications best match the application constraints [2]. Converging content to the best-effort 
network increases the handoff-decision complexity and further impairs a seamless handoff. 
IEEE technologies all have host-based mobility management whilst 3GPP compliant 











host-based IEEES02.21 and 3GPP's System Architecture Evolution (SAE) where a mobility 
management entity controls mobility for roaming user equipment (UE). 
MMPs in NGWN require mechanisms for context and content awareness to satisfy 4G 
service requirements. In addition, the MMPs' movement detection and network registration 
times need to be low enough to ensure seamless handoff. In this thesis, we evaluate the 
envisioned MMPs for the future and ascertain their feasibility in an NGWN environment. We 
then introduce a proposed mobility management framework that can alleviate the problems faced 
by MMPs in NGWN. We compare the performance of our proposed scheme to that of other 
related MMPs. The results obtained then form the basis of our conclusions and 
recommendations. 
1.1 Problem Statement 
We contend that the envisioned MMPs for future NGWNs, namely pure SIP and MIP and 
other MMPs presented in Chapter 2, cannot handle mobility in advanced NGN scenarios. We 
explain the downfalls of current MMPs when put in a NGWN context in Chapter 2. 
In general envisioned MMPs cannot handle mobility in the advanced NGWN scenarios 
due to one or more of the following: 
• Handoff across different radio technologies is not supported. 
• Seamless handoff is not realized due to the low reactivity of MMPs. 
• Network registration with the IP core is not carried out 
• The protocols do not include higher layer decision metrics for handoff and do not 
involve users in the handoff process. 











problems currently facing traditional MMPs. The XLM Framework employs cross-layer design 
and IEEE802.21 MIHS to leverage mobility management in NGWN. 
1.2 Methodology 
Meeting the challenges facing mobility management in next-generation all-IP 
wireless systems requires the use of new methodologies that allow for intelligent and 
adaptive solutions. 
1.2.1 Cross Layer Design 
The mobility management framework presented in Chapter 3 uses cross layer design for 
capturing data that is useful for handoff from across the protocol stack. Cross-layer design and 
optimizations are a popular solution for allowing the traditional ISO OSI protocol stack to cope 
with wireless environments [5]. The protocol stack does not perform well under noisy and 
volatile conditions because of the strict layering of protocols where Packet Data Units (PDU) 
traverse across two or more layers to reach its destination. Cross-layer design circumvents this 
by providing a fast path between any pair of layers for cross-stack communication. Various 
cross-layer design techniques for mobility management are presented in [6]. Mono-layer 
mobility management techniques cannot provide adequate support for roaming in advanced 
mobility scenarios. As a result, cross-layer techniques are becoming increasingly favourable for 
co-ordinating mobility-related information in lower and higher layers [6, 7]. 
1.2.2 IEEES02.21 Media Independent Handovers 
The IEEE802.21 working group is in the process of standardizing a draft release released 
in June 2006. The document [4] details Media Independent Handovers that allow for generalized 











introduces a Media Independent Handover Function (MIHF) that exports Media Independent 
Handover Services (MIHS), generalized mobility-related messages that map to technology-
specific primitives. Service Access Points (SAP) interface between the access technology 
modules and the MIHF. Each connected technology module exposes unique vendor primitives to 
SAP which export generic MIHS. 
The MIHS categorize into Media Independent Event Services (MIES), Media 
Independent Command Services (MICS) and Media Independent Information Services (MIlS). 
MIH users poll the status of a connected link by subscribing to MIES that map to defined event 
messages. The MICS allow MIH users to control and configure the connected link for handoffs 
and subscription messages. The MIlS form from Type-Length-Value (TLV) messages that have 
low decoding complexity for fast relay of neighbour maps, QoS, and security information. MIlS 
include fields that are pending definition but are open to vendors and protocols outside the 
standard should the need arise. 
1.2.3 Mobile IP 
Mobile IPv6 (MIP) [8] is the de-facto standard for macromobility in all-IP networks. It 
allows a roaming node with an IPv6 stack to change its Point of Attachment (PoA) through 
location updates that re-route packets to the node's new subnet. A roaming node re- attaches to a 
new subnet by configuring its IP address to reflect its new location. A binding update (EU) sent 
to its home router, known as a home agent (HA), carries a newly configured address known as 
the Care-of-Address (CoA). The update re-routes packets to the node's new location including 
setting up a direct route to the correspondent node (CN) through route optimization. 
Internet drafts have been drawn for Mobile IPv6 including Dual Stack Mobile IPv6 
(DSMIPv6) [9], Proxy MIPv6 [10] and QoS Support in Mobile IPv6 [11]. PIMP could anchor 
host-based mobility to a network-controlled mobility entity for SAE. In this thesis, QoS 











1.2.4 Session Initiation Protocol 
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [12] has become popular session mobility protocol 
realized as the de-facto signalling standard for Internet Multimedia Subsystem (lMS) with its 
latest specification being RFC 3261. SIP sets up and tears down end-to-end sessions in IP 
systems by guaranteeing a QoS negotiated path for real-time applications. SIP can act as an 
agent for session and terminal mobility through INVITE or Re-INVITE messages that establish a 
connection to the handoff device or domain. 
1.3 Contribution 
This thesis aims to provide a framework that allows for seamless handoff between 
heterogeneous networks in all-IP networks including provisions for QoS, security, and handoff 
stability. Specifically the thesis contributes in the following: 
1) To analyse the current MMPs that may handle mobility in NGWN and identify 
their shortcomings. 
2) To propose a Cross-Layer Manager Framework (XLM Framework) that will 
satisfy the requirements of mobility in NGWN. 
3) To provide proof-of-concept experiments to evaluate the feasibility of using 
cross-layer design for mobility management. 
1.4 Thesis Outline 
The organization of the subsequent chapters follows: 
Chapter 2 describes current and proposed MMPs for next-generation mobility. 












Chapter 4 shows the results of experiments conducted to evaluate the performance of 
XLM against that of SIP and MIP. 
Chapter 5 draws out conclusions from the prevIous chapters and the thesis's main 
findings. 














Current and Proposed Mobility Management 
Mobility management protocols (MMP) developed for roaming nodes ensure session 
continuity once coverage is lost. Even though wired nodes can change their Point-of-Attachment 
(PoA) in a network, in this thesis we only consider wireless networks, which are widely popular 
for roaming. Mobility management consists of handoff management and location management. 
Radio access technologies define handoff management in their suite such as the IEEE 
family, where hosts initiate handoff when the link-layer characteristics degrade below a 
threshold. This host-based mobility is true for all IEEE802 technologies. Conversely, 3GPP 
promotes network-controlled mobility, governed by management entities co-located with core 
routers. 
Handoff management consists of movement detection and network registration. 
Movement detection defines how a mobile host realizes when it is moving, indicated mostly by 
channel deterioration or loss of coverage. Network registration allows the mobile host to re-
attach itself to the network by associating itself with the domain. 
Location management usually consists of resuming a call delivery session for sleeping or 
inactive nodes by updating a node's location through paging. Furthermore location management 
facilitates the delivery of a call to the node. 
The architecture of next-generation hybrid wireless networks presents significant 
challenges to mobility management protocols. The envisioned architecture for these wireless 
systems as drawn by the Seamless Multimedia Services Over all IP-based Infrastructures 
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Figure 1. The architecture of B3G hybrid wireless systems as seen by Evolute. 
Micromobility protocols handle mobility within an access technology whilst 
macromobility protocols such as Mobile IP and SIP manage interdomain vertical handoffs. 
Solutions have been presented in academic literature and industry for mobility in next-
generation networks. These are categorized into convergent network schemes and evolved 











2.1 Convergent Mobility Schemes 
Convergent or hybrid network schemes offer solutions to mobility by combining different 
network infrastructures for optimized inter-domain handoffs or integrating mobility protocols, in 
most cases MIP and SIP, for coordinated macro-mobility. 
2.1.1 Mobility over Integration Architectures 
In general integrated architectures implement interworking agents that allow 
interoperability between different Radio Access Networks (RAN). Integration architectures 
allow wider areas of coverage, differentiated services, and provide end-users with more access 
options. 
Integration of different network types, especially 3G and WLAN networks, are generally 
categorized into tightly-coupled integration and loosely-coupled integration architectures. The 
tightly coupled integration scheme integrate WLAN and 3G together to a point where WLAN 
hotspots seem to be a connected RAN (Radio Access Network) to the 3G core backbone nodes. 
Even though QoS provisioning is easily manageable, tightly-coupled integration suffers from 
complexity in introducing costly changes in existing network infrastructures for mobile terminals 
and access gateways. The loosely-coupled integration architecture connects WLAN and 3G 
networks through a PDN (Packet Data Network) which is usually the Internet [14]. Loosely-
coupled architectures reduce implementation costs in limiting the number of network changes. 
Terminal mobility is supported in both integration architectures where a WLAN hotspot is seen 
as a routing area within the UMTS domain. Generally, the type of architecture depends on how 
far along the backbone architecture a router goes to resolve the WLAN-connected node's 
location. If the location is resolved from the serving router then the architecture is tightly-











the architecture is loosely-coupled. The 802.11 network architecture will have to emulate several 
UMTS functionalities for compatibility. However, each technology retains their respective 
terminal mobility management features and inter-domain updates occur between the tier nodes to 
refresh the location database. For session mobility, session handoffs can be transferred to the 
target technology and packets can be routed to the new UMTS or WLAN hotspot assuming an 
all-IP scheme [14]. 
In [15] an integrated 4G/WLAN 3-tier architecture is proposed to satisfy seamless macro-
mobility by using a generalized 3-level mobility architecture based on MIP which is similar to 
UMTS mobility tiers. In addition handoff and route latency are reduced by sending location 
updates (binding updates) to an inter-domain agent. The architecture overcomes MIP limitations 
by localizing mobility into domains. When a MT moves between domains, location updates are 
sent to a domain gateway with a General Mobility Agent handling movement between 3G and 
WLAN networks. This solution reduces packet loss through agent buffering and allows for AAA 
(Authentication, Authorization and Accountability) security measures. However this solution 
suffers from the need to install additional entities to current 3G and WLAN architectures which 
is difficult for wide-scale implementation. 
Another integrated architecture is also presented in [16] where UMTS cells and WLAN 
hotspots connect through border routers that allow for call re-establishment for inter-domain 
handoff. The solution entails a multimodal terminal device with two air interfaces, an 802.11 and 
a UMTS network interface. The architecture allows for image resource reservation with a RSVP 
implementation for WLAN and UMTS using its native PDP context transfer. Signaling between 
WLAN's access router and 3G's SGSN and SRNC allows for inter-domain mobility. 
The integration schemes rely on the native mobility management features of access 
technologies which are invariably in-built layer-2 features. For inter-domain handoff, network 
equipment is used for re-routing and maintaining location records. For a comprehensive survey 
on integration schemes refer to [14]. 











systems since they only aim to integrate certain network types. Furthermore these architectures 
implement costly changes in the network infrastructure and do not take advantage of layer-3 
macromobility for global roaming. 
2.1.2 Hybrid SIPIMIP Solutions 
On the other hand SIP and MIP protocols can be used for inter-domain handoff of 
sessions without costly changes to native network infrastructure. MIP and SIP handoff sessions 
at a point above the data-link layer bypassing the access technologies' native mobility 
management schemes. 
Two approaches to mobility are introduced and evaluated in [17] with a pure SIP 
approach and a hybrid SIPIMIP mobility solution. MIP and SIP are used for inter-domain 
mobility whereas HMIP or CIP are used for micromobility within administrative domains. In the 
pure SIP approach Network Address Translation (NAT) functionality is necessary to interwork 
SIP sessions with IP since SIP's address format is different from that of IP. The SIP approach 
uses Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) to map IP addresses to handoff sessions. 
The hybrid SIPIMIP approach divides traffic, and assigns SIP for real-time traffic over UDP and 
MIP for non-real-time traffic. SIP was chosen for real-time traffic to avoid the latency incurred 
for IP encapsulation and tunneling brought about by MIP. For TCP connections, SIP required 
multi-layer coordination between TCP and IP to record on-going TCP connections and for the 
end-to-end encapsulation and decapsulation of the packets at the MH. The paper concluded that 
SIP performs well for real-time sessions but poorly for non-real-time sessions. MIP suffers from 
tri-angular routing (assuming route optimizations are not used) and IP tunneling. 
Another hybrid solution is presented in [18] where multi-layer design is used to exploit 
the synergy between SIP and MIP's network registration. MIP's home agent (HA) and SIP's 
Registrar server are co-located so that only a single Binding Update and Re-INVITE message 
update is required. This, in addition to disabling Duplicate Address Detection (DAD), reduces 











These solutions assume a uniform platform for handoff between different networks or 
intradomain movement. Note that these studies do not take into account application requirements 
in order to target the best-suited access network platform for the handoff service sessions. Some 
studies have been proposed to take into account application requirements and even user 
preferences; these are treated in the following. 
2.1.3 Policy Decisions for Advanced Handoff 
A context-aware mobility management architecture is proposed in [19] which introduces 
middleware for multi-layer functionality. The scheme requires applications to be content-aware 
to take advantage of the benefits that different networks offer. The solution showcases Bluetooth 
and WLAN as the primary access mechanisms though the solution can be generalized to 
encompass more technologies. The solution uses NCSOCKS (Nomadic Computing Sockets) as a 
middleware link-abstraction mechanism as it supports object-orientated end-to-end 
communication regardless of underlying technology. The middleware passes mobility-related 
information such as link events to the upper layers. The primary defect in this solution is that 
application-level services are required to be mobility-aware. A solution that de-couples mobility 
from the applications is needed. In addition the newly-introduced IEEE802.21 standard may 
invalidate or replicate many of the functions that exist in the mechanism and middleware layers 
in the proposed solution. 
In [20] fuzzy logic is the basis for running algorithms that tradeoff the demands and 
criteria of users, applications and networks to target an optimal network. A 3-stage decision 
strategy was proposed that uses metrics obtained from user demands (costs, battery life, 
expectations) and network QoS factors (data rate, SNR) to filter through candidate networks. 
Another optimal network targeting scheme was introduced in [21] which weighs 
normalized decision parameters and aggregates them for a certain network. The cost function of 
different networks is calculated and compared to select the optimal network. The decision 
parameters are network metrics based on bandwidth, cost and power consumption. The cost 











entered into the decision strategy for highly stable networks that consistently have the lowest 
cost function. This is to prevent destructive toggling between networks due to transient changes 
which may ostensibly rank a candidate network higher than the other. 
IEFT Seamoby (Seamless Mobility) group introduced two protocols that can be used to 
transfer context information amongst neighbouring access routers. Candidate Access Router 
Discovery (CARD) [22] allows access routers (AR) to populate a list of neighbouring routers' 
MAC (or link) addresses, IP addresses and capabilities (security, resources, and available access 
technologies) to reduce the handoff latency in case a mobile host moves to a neighbouring 
network. Context Transfer Protocol (CTP) allows authentication, header compression and QoS 
information to be transferred between ARs before or after handoff of a host takes place. It aims 
to allow a handoff session to continue with minimal disruption through exchanging context 
messages. 
For global roaming a generic mobility model needs to be defined for all network types 
and since these solutions apply to only specific network pairs, further research is needed the 
interoperation of the plethora of access networks. Furthermore, minimal changes to network 
infrastructure is desirable for a cost-effective implementation and for scalability. 
2.2 Evolved Mobility Management Protocols 
Enhancements have been added to existing protocols to allow them to cope with new 
challenges. These include micromobility protocols, MIPv6 extensions, and using IEEE802.21 for 
Fast Mobile IPv6 and SIP. 
2.2.1 Micromobility Protocols 
For highly-mobile hosts it is useful to reduce location updates to micro-domains to 
reduce the overall signaling in a network. Micromobility protocols localize host movement 
within a routing area domain with intradomain movement being transparent to external domains. 











its routing list. One of the more popular IP-based micromobility protocols is Hierarchical Mobile 
IP (HMIP) which introduces multiple hierarchies of micromobility domains for reduced location 
update delays. A similar micromobility protocol is Mobile IP Regional Registration (MIP-RR) 
which, with Intradomain Mobility Management Protocol (IDMP) , is classified as tunnel-based 
schemes [23]. Routing based schemes include Cellular IP (CIP) and HAWAII and are 
comprehensively surveyed in [23]. 
Terminal Independent Mobility for IP (TIMIP) [24] decouples mobility from a host's 
stack by allowing any device connected to roam using layer-2 mechanisms to associate itself 
with an Access Point (AP). Routers along the network path to the Internet core maintain route 
lists with an entry for the mobile terminal for routing and location management. The protocol 
allows legacy terminals that do not have Mobile IP functionality to roam and operate in IP 
subnets that are divided in hierarchical domains for efficient micromobility. 
These micromobility protocols indeed reduce handoff delay and are very useful for 
managing mobility within a limited administrative area. For macromobility the protocols fall 
onto Mobile IP to handle inter-domain movement. 
2.2.2 Extensions to Mobile IP 
Mobile IP (MIP) allows for macromobility in all-IP networks by re-assigning mobile 
nodes a globally routable address in any network connected to the IP core. MIPv6 is part of the 
upgraded protocol suite of IPv6 and allows for route optimization which mitigates triangular 
routing by ensuring the Correspondent Node (CN) gets a Binding Update (BU) copy. 
A MIPv6 solution in NGWN would see multi-homed devices for multimodal capabilities, 
with SCTP (Stream Control Transport Protocol) a favoured multihoming control mechanism. 
However the reactive MIPv6 is still limited and inadequate to handle advanced mobility 
scenarios present in 4G networks [7] and it suffers from slow movement detection [7]. However 
many enhancements have been augmented to the base MIP which leads to evolved mobility 











Mobile IPv6, Network Mobility (NEMO) and a paging extension. 
Dual Stack MIPv6 (DSMIPv6) in [25] allows for the concurrent deployment of Mobile 
IPv4 and Mobile IPv6 protocols in a single stack. Both versions are recognized by network 
equipment with a DSMIPv6 stack including Network Address Translation (NAT) edge routers 
[25]. 
Proxy MIPv6 (PMIPv6), presented in [26], enables MIPv6 to perform mobility in a 
network-based manner where the host is not involved in any direct mobility signaling. This is to 
ensure MIPv6 which is traditionally host-based can be deployed in a network that supports 
network-controlled mobility. However unlike TIMIP/sMIP, the host has to have an IPv6 stack 
for address configuration. A proxy foreign agent is introduced to manage roaming hosts in 
foreign networks to make movement transparent. PMIPv6 allows for session continuity by 
establishing a tunnel between the HA and the proxy agent for packet forwarding. 
Network Mobility (NEMO) allows mobile routers, which are part of a mobile network, to 
change their PoA to the core Internet dynamically without disrupting the communication channel 
of the nodes attached to the mobile network [27]. 
In [11] QoS support is allowed in mobile IPv6 nodes through extending the protocol 
signaling by adding a QoS option that allows routers along the MH-CN data path to map the host 
requirements onto their domain. This guarantees mobile hosts a best-effort connection to the CN 
when changing its PoA. The QoS requirements are injected in a QoS object which is carried as 
either a Hop-By-Hop or Destination option along the path that Binding Updates (BU) or Binding 
Acknowledgements (BUack) take. It is assumed that the BU or BUack path is the same path that 
the end-to-end data takes between the MH and the CN.O 
In [28] a paging extension for IP is introduced for the location management of roaming 
hosts. The extension allows hosts to enter an idle mode where the host is exempted from sending 
periodic location updates that are power exhaustive as long as it is within a paging area, where 











delimits idle modes, does the host send a location update indicating movement into a new paging 
area. 
Surrogate MIP (sMIP) is used for macromobility by implementing surrogate Home 
Agents (sHA) and surrogate Foreign Agents (sFA) that act as proxies for Mobile IP signaling for 
terminals that lack Mobile IP stacks [29]. 
Handoff Protocol for Overlay Networks (HOPOVER) shown in [22] is based on Mobile 
IP where a roaming host (MH) registers its information with neighbouring APs that cache routes, 
QoS, and transit packets relating to the MH. This is done with APs that might serve the MH in 
future, so that when a MH moves to a new AP, resources for that MH are already reserved. The 
old serving APs are updated with the MH's movement in order to release the resources held for 
that MH and forward any packets to the new serving AP. HOPOVER however wastes resources 
and calls for wide-spread adoption among different networks. 
Omnicon surveyed in [22] allows handoff between GPRS and WLAN networks by 
introducing a virtual interface, tcptun, which throttles link advertisements to the Mobile IP 
module. tcptun registers with either the WLAN as the outgoing interface or tunnels packets to 
the GPRS FA for 3G connectivity. The choice of networks depends on the signal strength of both 
technologies with thresholds set for handoff [22]. However this is insufficient for advanced 
mobility scenario roaming prevalent in future systems. 
2.2.3 High Layer Protocols 
Mobile Stream Control Transport Protocol (mSCTP) is a transport layer protocol that 
allows seamless handoff for a roaming mobile host by selecting from a pool of IP addresses. 
With SCTP, a device can be multihomed, so a device can maintain several valid IP addresses 
each with its associated transport layer connection. With mSCTP, the ADDIP extension is used 
to add or delete an IP address or change the primary IP address. For seamless handoff a 
multihomed host can configure an IP address, send it to the CN and then change it to become 











Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) as introduced in the previous chapter is used for session 
or terminal mobility. Because SIP is an application layer protocol it may incur handoff delays 
due to the intensive text processing required at nodes during handoff [22]. However SIP's 
downfalls can be mitigated by using IEEES02.21 MIHS for handoff prediction to achieve 
seamless handoff as shown in the next section. 
2.2.4 IEEES02.21 Centric Approaches 
It has been shown in [31] that IEEES02.21 MIHS can provide seamless handoff in 
conjunction with SIP for multimedia content. Close to zero packet loss was achieved by pre-
empting a connection break. This is achieved using MIES for movement detection, and then 
subsequent authentication-association messages are exchanged whilst maintaining the current 
connection. 
In [32] Fast Mobile IPv6 (FMIPv6) [32] is used in combination with IEEES02.21 to 
optimize handoffs by reducing signaling overhead by eliminating FMIPv6's RtSolPrlPrRtAdv, 
radio access discovery, and candidate AR discovery. A new Information Element is defined in a 
MIH_GeCInformation to transfer L2 and L3 information for pre-network registration. 
Both IEEES02.21-assisted solutions assume a mobility management entity (MME) for 
network selection through running decision algorithms. However they do not define the MME 
[32]. 
2.3 Summary and Conclusions 
Currently there is no holistic solution to manage mobility for roaming nodes in hybrid 
access networks. All the solutions reviewed lack a critical aspect, rendering it inadequate to 
handle vertical macromobility for real-time multimedia sessions as seen in Table 1. 











introduced to existing network infrastructure to allow global cost-effective adoption. The 
mobility management solution has to be scalable across different radio access technologies with 
different network operators and administrators. The handoff decision metrics that provide criteria 
for targeting networks are more complex in next-generation networks than in traditional systems. 
Thus simple handoff parameters such as signal strength are not sufficient for triggering handoff. 
This requires advanced decision algorithms that factor in application constraints, user 
preferences, QoS parameters, security configurations as well as traditional triggers such as SNR, 
RSS and BER. The solution should support generalized mobility, with uniform authentication, 
configuration and billing for global roaming. Lossless handoff is a key service requirement for 
mobility management protocols (MMP) as user's Quality of Experience (QoS) and the 
bandwidth-rich applications will not tolerate packet loss and handoff latency. 
The following requirements, presented in [22], are the key issues that need to be resolved 
before a holistic mobility management scheme is realized for Beyond 3G (B3G) systems: 
1) Multimodality 
The ability to traverse different radio access technologies without losing coverage is a 
challenge for next-generation terminals. A uniform and transparent mechanism is need to allow 
devices to switch application flows to different outgoing network links that have different 
specifications such as frequency range, modulation, data rates etc .. 
2) Seamless Handoff 
Lossless handoff that provides a transparent platform for users and applications is 
paramount for fulfilling 4G service requirements. Packet loss and handoff latency should reduce 
to near-zero for smooth handoff amongst networks. Handoff should be seamless for vertical and 
horizontal micromobility or macromobility. 
3) Advanced Decision Algorithms 











services offered by access networks. Algorithms should target optimal networks while taking 
into account user preferences, application constraints, network coverage, security policies, and 
billing. In addition, the run-time of these algorithms should be minimal as not to incur handoff 
delays that disrupt session continuity. Intelligent and adaptive schemes should cope with the 
volatile nature of wireless systems to mitigate adverse effects such as hysteresis, line-of-sight 
(LOS) shadowing, and the ping-pong effect. 
4) Quality of Service 
Even though the access technologies have different QoS specification, the mobility 
management solution should provision, in a best-effort manner, a high quality connection 
regardless of PoA. As part of seamless mobility, the throughput, delay and reliability should not 
degrade beyond a point where the perceived quality after handoff is different from before 
handoff [22]. 
5) Security 
The mobility management protocol should provide some level of security when roaming 
across networks. Two-way authentication should occur prior to handoff to prevent spoofing. 
6) Scalability 
The mobility solution should appeal globally and be scalable for wide scale adoption. 
This requires minimal changes to network infrastructure, low-cost implementation, and uniform 
agreements between different service providers and network operators. 
Currently, no mobility management schemes adequately tackle all the challenges 
presented in this chapter. No approach taken holistically caters for all the requirements of next-
generation MMPs. In the next chapter, we provide a mobility management framework that helps 











Table 1. Summary of mobility management protocols in next-generation all-IP wireless 
systems. 




3G/wLAN Integration Integration Limited Loosely coupledffightly Costly changes to 
Architecture coupled integration points network 




Hybrid SIPIMIP Multi-layer Significant Either use SIP for real-time Assumes 
mobility and MIP for non-real-time multimodality 
applications or combine uniform handoff 
network registration entities between networks. 
Basic handoff 
decision metrics 
Integrated Handoff and Advanced Limited Capture context Assumes context-
Content Awareness Support macromobility information through aware applications. 
middleware and report to 
context-aware services 
HMIP/CIPrrIMIPIIDMP Micromobility Significant Localize signalling in Do not support 
HAWAII protocols mobility domains macromobility 
HOPOVER Advanced Limited Keep QoS information in Wastes resources. 
macromobility neighbouring ARs for quick requires 
handoff widespread 
standardization 
Omnicon Macromobility Limited Introduce virtual interface Network specific. 
to toggle between WLAN limited handoff 
and GPRS based on RSS decision metrics 
mSCTP Macromobility Moderate Use SCTP with ADDIP to Authentication 




limited user and 
content handoff 
decision metrics 
SIP Macromobility Significant Application layer terminal Lossy handoff. 




FMIP using MIHS Macromobil ity Significant Use MIES for candidate No decision engine 
router discovery and for handoff 
optimized network algorithms 
registration 
SIP using MIHS Macromobility Significant Use MIHS for movement No decision engine 














Chapter 3 The Cross-Layer Mobility Management 
Framework 
In this chapter, we propose a cross-layer mobility management framework that aims to 
mitigate some of the challenges faced by mobility management protocols in next-generation all-
IP networks. 
Here we first identify four advanced mobility scenarios found in next-generation hybrid 
wireless systems where the framework captures different handoff parameters and involves 
certain handoff decision metrics. After data capture, movement detection and network 
registration can take place using Mobile IP and SIP mechanisms. Context transfer including 
Quality of Service (QoS) provisioning ensures handoff transparency to the user and applications. 
The last part of the chapter shows how the handoff decision algorithms that account for 
Hysteresis, shadowing and the ping-pong effect, can stabilize handoffs. 
3.1 Advanced Mobility Scenarios 
Four mobility scenarios, identified in [2], for hybrid access networks, are categorized 
according to their handoff parameters and decision metrics. Handoff parameters trigger handoff 
when they cross a certain threshold indicating channel deterioration or a violation of host-to-
network criteria. Each network providing coverage to the host displays characteristics quantified 
by decision metrics. Matching a host's user and application criteria to the decision metrics 
allows a host to select a network satisfying its host-to-network criteria from a pool of available 











The radio signal footprints of the access networks either overlap or overlay each other 
providing limited or continuous coverage. This can either induce forced handoff -where a node 
handoffs to prevent loss of connectivity, or unforced handoff -where a better access network is 
targeted. 
3.1.1 Adjacent Homogeneous Networks 
This is a simple mobility scenario where a terminal moves among networks of the same 
type. This is found in traditional networks where terminals horizontally handoff amongst cells of 
the same radio access technology. As a result, the handoff parameters and decision metrics are 
trivial since both networks would generally offer the same services. 
Handoff Parameters 
Typically, these link layer characteristics reflect the state of the channel. These can be 
received signal strength (RSS), noise level, and bit error rate (BER). 
Handoff Decisions 
Utilization is a factor that influences handoff decisions. A basestation controller would 
induce handoff to a cell that has lower utilization to balance the load across the edge network. 
Signal strength could also be decision metric where the better of two signal levels is the most 
reliable. 
Typically, micromobility protocols such as HMIP, IDMP or eIP can manage this 
scenario. 
3.1.2 Adjacent Heterogeneous Networks 
This scenario causes vertical handoff among edge networks with different radio access 
technologies. It requires a multimodal device to switch to a different network interface for 
session continuity if handoff occurs. Here the roaming node forces vertical handoff due to an 












The handoff parameters also reflect the L2 characteristics: signal strength, noise level, 
access media congestion/utilization, and bit error rate (BER). However, these values require 
normalization across the heterogeneous networks since the frequency, modulation and power 
consumption parameters are different. The handoff parameters also include communication 
deterioration through lower throughput and higher delays. 
Handoff Decisions 
There is no decision involved for loss-of-connection imminency that induces forced 
handoffs. 
This scenario requires vertical macromobility with IPv6 address reconfiguration for 
session continuity if the communication channel passes through the IP packet data network 
(PDN). 
3.1.3 Always Best Connected 
Overlapping or overlaid radio signal footprints form the Always-Best-Connected (ABC) 
mobility scenario. Handoffs in ABC are unforced and only take place when the best-suited 
network, in terms of available resources, is targeted or when the current network cannot provide 
adequate support for the application or user. This scenario calls for advanced decision algorithms 
that take in multiple parameters. 
Handoff Parameters 













Security, user preference, available resources (CIR), cost budgets, mobile node 
trajectory, and network congestion. 
ABC scenarios can only offer the best-effort network to the current user and application 
requirements. ABC aims to provide seamless handoff by making a link-level connection to the 
target network before committing to breaking the previous link. 
3.1.4 Multimedia Aware 
Handoff algorithms in Multimedia Aware scenarios only consider service types and high-
level QoS parameters. This ensures the current service session runs on the best network. This is 
for bandwidth-rich real-time multimedia applications. This scenario supports soft vertical 
handoff. 
Handoff Parameters 
Data rate, reliability, delay, and service class. 
Handoff Decisions 
Available resources, QoS parameters, congestion, and service priority. 
This QoS-aware scenario requires high-level awareness of the carrier content. 
The categorized mobility scenarios entail different handoff parameters and decision 
metrics involved in the handoff algorithm. The mobility management framework copes with the 











3.2 Handoff Management 
The cross-layer mobility management framework handles advanced mobility scenario 
roaming by employing an integrated decision strategy where content-awareness information 
matches context-awareness information through the architecture shown in Table 2. 
Fig. 1 shows the architecture of the mobility management framework for a dual-mode 
client terminal. It is important to note that the Media Independent Handover Function (MIHF) 
has a remote counterpart within the network. 












Protocol Stack Layer 








Cost budgets, power consumption, network 
preference, application priority, security 
level 
Service class, service type, service priority, 
data rate, delay tolerance, security 
Achieved throughput, traffic class, 
connection-oriented/less, congestion 
Router discovery, Route, security, packet 
loss 
Throughput, media access utilization, noise 
level, signal strength, loss ratio, radio signal 
coverage, link connectivity, jitter 
Neighbour maps, mobility pattern, moving 
velocity 
Antenna characteristics, power consumption 
The IEEES02.21 Media Independent Handover Services (MIHS) captures context-
awareness information whilst layer-specific Service Access Points (SAP), which interfaces with 
mobility-related protocols, capture content-awareness information. The Cross Layer Manager 
(XLM) houses 3 functional entities: Link Information Manager (LIM), Decision Engine (DE), 
and the Handoff Manager (HM). 











(MIES) and Media Independent Information Services (MIlS) from the MIHF and content 
information through layer-specific SAP, each defined by the attached mobility information 
source. The information is stored in a data structure called the State Table, which maintains a 
snapshot of the network. The LIM sends a network report to the DE that houses all the decision 
algorithms for target network selection. The DE may wake up the HM, which handles handoff 
procedures by utilizing Media Independent Command Services (MICS) that allow link 
configuration and switching network interfaces. The IEEE802.21 draft [4] defines the MIHF and 
the lower-layer SAP. 
The XLM is a host-based manager that interfaces with the MIHF directly and uses the 
offered MIHS for movement detection and link management. Furthermore, the XLM uses MIP 
and SIP for network registration whilst docking their handoff management features. The XLM 
does not follow the 3GPP network-controlled mobility paradigm as it induces handoff locally 
within the host's stack . 
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Figure 2. The Proposed Cross Layer Manager Framework based in the Media Independent 
Handover Function. 
3.2.1 Parameter Capture 
The Link Information Manager (LIM) periodically polls for network state updates when 
the XLM is in an idle state. The XLM is in an idle state when the mobile node is stationary for a 
foreseeable time in the future reflected by the movement detection parameters in the link 
characteristics. If the XLM is actively scanning for networks then the LIM gets state updates 
more often. 
Thresholds programmed into the SAP serve to earmark a change in the link conditions or 
user/application criteria. When a SAP threshold is crossed (a change in the handoff parameters) 
for any layer, the LIM wakes up to update the State Table. Thresholds are set to ensure power-
efficiency in the XLM. To control the number of updates, the thresholds are set to reflect a 
significant change in the monitored handoff parameters. 
The LIM stores the updates as handoff parameters and handoff decision metrics in the 
State Table. The State Table maintains context-information for each connected link, whilst there 
is only one copy of content information. If a significant change occurs in the State Table, the 
LIM wakes up the DE with a copy of the State Table as a network report. 
3.2.2 Handoff Initiation 
Handoff procedures commence on movement detection or when a better-suited network 
is found for the current content and user criteria. 
Movement detection is derived from the link parameter reports that are sent by the MIHF 
periodically. If the link characteristics continuously and deliberately deteriorate, the XLM 











When the State Table shows an idle link, with available network coverage, that is better 
suited to handle the current service session, then the node should handoff. 
3.2.3 Target Network Selection 
The Decision Engine runs its handoff algorithms for optimal target network selection 
when it receives an updated network report via the LIM's State Table. 
The DE can easily categorize which mobility scenario the host is in by monitoring the 
active links and their types. If the node moves on one available active link, and the other links 
have no network coverage, then this shows horizontal micromobility. If another link is active, 
and the current link is going down, then the DE assumes vertical macromobility. If the current 
link is not deteriorating but one is improving then it is either ABC or multimedia aware 
depending on the handoff parameters. Table 3 summarizes this concept. 
Depending on the mobility scenario, the DE evaluates the choice of candidate networks 
based on the scenario's decision metrics when a handoff parameter triggers a DE wakeup. 
Table 3. Classification of mobility scenarios by the Decision Engine depending on the 
context information. 
Linkl Link2 
Going down No connection 
Going down Available 
Mobility Scenario 
Movement across homogeneous networks 
Movement across heterogeneous networks 
Active Improving ABC or Multimedia Aware depending on handoff parameters 
The algorithm is based on the cost functions shown in [21] where the choice of network 
depends on the cost function with the least value. The lowest value represents the lowest cost to 
the network and is thus the ideal network to handoff to. A cost function is the aggregation of 
normalized network parameters with corresponding weights. The costs functions are used as in 
[2], with the weights obtained from the content information and the cost parameters obtained 











The XLM can support fast handoffs by anticipating when a handoff is imminent. If the 
handoff algorithm shows that a network is fast becoming favourable then the DE can assume 
handoff to it is imminent. If only limited handoff parameters increase the cost function and they 
are changing the XLM can subscribe to the certain events that correlate to the handoff 
parameters, and poll them continuously. This results in fast handoff because the DE does not run 
the cost function again since it only depends on limited parameters changing. Other optimization 
techniques can be used for the handoff algorithms to ensure fast network selection. 
3.2.4 Handoff Procedures 
Once the target network has been selected the DE wakes up the Handoff Manager (HM) 
with a handoff initiate message that includes the selected network. The HM handles the 
authentication and association signaling and switches the current service session to the new link. 
If the terminal supports multi-service sessions then each service flow can be switched to the 
best-suited link. 
The HM uses Media Independent Handover Services (MICS) for switching and 
configuring links. This gives the XLM a generalized means to initiate handoff from which native 
L2 connection establishment takes place between the host's network interface and access point. 
Once a L2 connection is established, the session can continue if the node is active, otherwise a 
session can be set up on the new link. 
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Mobile Terminal 
Figure 3. IEEE802.21-assisted Handoff for a Dual-Mode Mobile Host. 
3.3 Network Registration 
For macromobility the IPv6 address of the host needs to be configured to reflect the 
current topology. The XLM uses standard MIPv6 mobility mechanisms [8] for eoA 
configuration and sending Binding Updates (BU) including route optimization to avoid 
tunneling, IPsec for security, and AAA for authentication. Thus security and authentication is 











and IPsec agents are available in the core network to control and manage the end-host's 
authentication and authorization. 
For link-level network registration, native authentication and authorization procedures 
are used that are specified by the link-layer technology standard. These authentication and 
authorization procedures are different for every access technology; however the assumption here 
is that the node also supports the technology that it is handing off to due to its multimodal nature. 
However an extension is made to Mobile IPv6 to ensure minimal packet loss when a host 
migrates away from its current subnet. Packets are buffered at the serving or old access router 
(oAR) when the link-local address of the host changes or when it does not detect the host. When 
a BU is sent from the host to the oAR via the new access router (nAR) the buffered packets are 
forwarded back to the host via the nAR. This is shown in Fig. 2. 
Two methods can be used for fast address configuration: 
1) FMIP [33] can be used for fast address configuration through router solicitation 
for proxy advertisement (RtSoIPr). This obtains the target network's prefix from 
the old access router (oAR) which stores neighbouring routers' MAC addresses 
and corresponding network prefixes. 
2) The neighbouring prefix can be sent through MIlS so that the hosts can 
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Figure 4. Mobile IPv6 Registration and Packet Buffering. 
The XLM also uses standard SIP [12] for session mobility by using mid-call mobility. A 
hybrid SIPIMIP solution can be used by both collocating SIP's Registrar and MIP's Home Agent 
as shown in [18] and piggybacking the newly configured IPv6 address on SIP's Re-INVITE. The 
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Figure 5. Mid-call mobility SIP network registration. 
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Figure 6. Message Sequence for an example of XLM Handoff Management. 
I 
If the node detects movement early enough to register for a layer-3 connection on the 
target network before losing the L2 connection then there will be no discernible break in IP 
connections. However, if the terminal can support two (or more) active links simultaneously then 











3.4 Quality of Service and Context Transfer 
Mobility management protocols have to ensure sufficient QoS provisioning for a handoff 
session otherwise the service requirements are violated even though QoS is not a mobility 
management criterion. The XLM provides QoS guarantees for: 
1) End-to-end QoS provisioning for the path between the host and the correspondent 
node (CN). 
2) Mapping the QoS guarantees from the old radio access network (RAN) to the new 
RAN through transferring context information. 
The XLM uses the QoS extension drafted in [11] to ensure an end-to-end service 
guarantee before network registration. The QoS service requirements from the State Table are 
injected into the QoS object by the XLM. The QoS object is piggybacked on a BU which is then 
sent on a Hop-by-Hop or Destination option basis to the CN via the Home Agent (HA). If route 
optimization is supported then the HA maintains the QoS option in the BU when it forwards the 
BU to the CN. Similarly if the node still receives CN packets from the HA subsequent to sending 
the first BU, then it can send a BU with a QoS option to the CN directly. If the core or access 
networks do not support route optimization then a triangular path is setup between the node, HA 
and CN. If the HA supports the QoS extension then only a QoS guaranteed path is setup between 
the HA and the node. Since a connection already exists between the home network and the CN, 
no QoS path is needed between the HA and the CN. It is assumed that the HA-CN path is safe 
since QoS negotiation is performed when the connection was initially setup. However IPv6 
stacks are expected in NGWN with support for route optimization. The routers along the path 











domain. This guarantees a safe reliable connection for the new route between the host and the 
eN if route optimization is supported. Since this happens prior to network registration it allows 
for resource reservation. This can be seen in Fig. 6 where a QoS path is setup prior to registering 
with the new network. 
The routers along the path implement QoS policies for their domain, typically a GGSN 
gateway in 3GPP. However, these can be any routers enforcing QoS policies along the node's 
data-path. If the routers along the path cannot provide adequate support to the QoS requirements 
according to their policy a Binding Update negative acknowledgement (BUack) is sent back to 
the host. If this happens in a timely manner the XLM can then select a different route for the data 
path. 
The QoS path guarantee only acts to stabilize the network when handing off a node so 
that the new connection is not perceived as lossy. This serves to make the handoff process 
transparent to sessions and users. It is expected that other QoS network mechanisms would kick 
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Figure 7. Resource reservation along the handoff data-path between the host and eN for 
QoS guarantees. 
To ensure QoS reliability the XLM can transfer context information from the old RAN to 
the new RAN. The context information includes security (high-layer), QoS, and header 
compression information. The context transfer is to at least ensure the same perceived quality for 
both access networks for seamless mobility. Note that this is a best-effort service and the new 
access network should at least provide the same perceived QoS quality as the previous RAN. 
This ensures minimum disruption when moving across different technologies after handoff. For 
context transfer CARD and CTP are negated because the XLM uses IEEES02.21 MIlS for fast 











3.5 Handoff Stability 
Due to the sporadic asynchronous nature of wireless environments intelligent handoff 
algorithms need to be developed that adapt to the ever-changing conditions. There are adverse 
conditions found in wireless systems that cause the ping-pong effect. 
The ping-pong effect is when a host toggles amongst networks frequently in a short time 
frame due to ostensible handoff imminency. However eager handoff is unnecessary and has 
profound negative effects on the performance of the network especially for active 
communication sessions. The ping-pong effect may occur due to line-of-sight shadowing, sudden 
spikes and dips in the link, and network congestion due to multiple hosts realizing handoff. 
3.5.1 Line-of-Sight Shadowing 
When objects, such as trees and buildings, obstruct the line-of-sight (LOS) radio 
transmission between the host's antenna and the base-station, the terminal will experience a drop 
in signal strength usually resulting in bad link characteristics. Simple handoff algorithms might 
construe this as loss of coverage initiating handoff to a different network eagerly. However the 
LOS shadowing would only be a temporary dip in the link characteristics of the originally 
connected network which could cause the ping-pong handover back to the network. Shadowing 
margins are needed to introduce delays to ensure the algorithm does not immediately initiate 
handoff. However the algorithm needs to maintain a balance between delaying handoff 
unnecessarily and immediately handing off. 
The XLM's Decision Engine has to continuously monitor the link characteristics and if 
the handoff parameters deliberately deteriorate, the XLM assumes movement. In addition 
because the XLM can actively scan for other links it can determine the cost of handoff. If there is 
LOS shadowing on an active link, with good conditions on a separate idle link, then the cost of 
handoff is low and the XLM can adaptively decrease the shadowing margin. However if the cost 
of handoff is high (peer networks have bad conditions) then the shadowing margin should 











3.5.2 Signal Strength Amplification 
In wireless environments it is not uncommon if a network suddenly shows better 
characteristics than the current serving network. However spikes in the link characteristics of an 
idle interface may be temporary and advanced handoff algorithms should not immediately 
handoff. 
Only if a link shows continuous and consistent improvement should handoff take place. 
A bias towards networks with consistently strong signal strength gives better performance. The 
bias ensures that even though at times the network might not display the best conditions out of 
all available RANs, handoff does not occur because the serving network is the most reliable. The 
bias would latch onto a superior network that displays long-term favourable conditions. The bias 
can also be adjusted with the cost of handoff. If the cost of handoff is high, the bias will be 
correspondingly strong and vice versa. This is to ensure the XLM does not propagate the ping-
pong effect through eager handoffs. 
3.5.3 Mass Handoff Realization 
Handoff realization has adverse effects on the performance of network systems and 
propagates the ping-pong effect. Handoff realization is when multiple terminals are on the same 
network and simultaneously realize a better network is in the vicinity and switch to it. This 
massive migration increases the network load on the new network, and the increase in the 
congestion may lead the terminals to switch back to the old network [2]. This cycle can be 
broken through intelligent decision algorithms. 
A possible solution is by enabling nodes with XLM-stacks to 'enquire' whether they can 
handoff to a network by using a BU. A BUnack could be sent back to the node to deny it from 
connecting to the network. This would necessitate augmenting the MIPv6 protocol by including 











which is typically collocated with the RNC in cellular systems or access routers (AR) in nomadic 
networks, can measure the network load by monitoring the media access utilization. This would 
require the RNC or AR to act as a foreign agent so that it could intercept the BU and apply 
admission control algorithms for the enquiring node. If the CAC finds the load unfavourable, it 
sends a BUnack back to the node. The XLM would then search for a different network. 
We have proposed a cross-layer mobility management framework with the main element 
being a Cross Layer Manager (XLM). The XLM houses advanced decision algorithms which are 
used for selecting optimal networks. The XLM is optimally placed to gather context and content 
information to cope with the stringent service requirements in B3G networks. The XLM uses 
IEEES02.21 for managing links and polling network conditions. Network registration is 
accomplished through dual MIP and SIP registration for terminal and session macromobility. 
The XLM guarantees a certain level of QoS when handing off to a new network by transferring 
context information and reserving resources along the data path to the CN. In addition 












Chapter 4 Experiments 
In this chapter we evaluate the impact on performance of introducing the Cross Layer 
Manager (XLM) to the protocol stack. Performance is critical to ensure seamless and timely 
handoff. The results will allows us to see if XLM degrades the performance in a mobility 
scenario. 
It has already been shown in [31] that IEEE802.21 Media Independent Handover 
Services (MIHS) allows for the seamless handoff of multimedia services over heterogeneous 
networks. Therefore we take a different approach and evaluate the best Media Independent 
Handover User (MIH User) from the two popular MMPs, SIP and MIP, and the proposed 
solution, XLM. 
We add content-awareness to SIP and MIP by exposing them to SAP across the protocol 
stack to ensure fairness among the 3 protocols since content-awareness is already included in the 
architecture of the XLM. We then monitor the reactivity of the protocols to changes in the state 
of the protocol stack and the number of messages generated by the protocols as a result of these 
changes. 
4.1 Evaluation Framework 
The experiment was carried out usmg OMNet++ (v3.2 beta 1) simulator with the 
IPv6SuiteWithINET extension. The simulator was installed and run under Cygwin v.2.5 on a 











OMNet++ is an open source discrete event simulator that supports C++ programming. 
The IPv6SuiteWithINET is a module extension of OMNet++ originally written by Monash 
University. The suite implements a host of IPv6 RFCs including RFC 3775 for Mobile IPv6. 
Cygwin is a free Linux emulator for the Windows platform that allows pre-compiled binaries to 
run in a Linux-like environment. 
A mobility framework was created to evaluate SIP, MIP and the XLM as an MIH User. 
An MIH User is a mobility management protocol (MMP) that utilizes MIHS by interfacing with 
the MIHF. The Media Independent Handover Function (MIHF) was built with the full 
functionality and it exports all the Media Independent Handover Services (MIHF) seen in [4]. 
The MIHF maintains a first-in first-out (FIFO) service queue of all the command and event 
messages that need to be translated to MIHS. The MIHS were programmed from template .msg 
files which reflect the format and field definition seen in the standard. Since the SIP protocol is 
not supported, a skeleton image of the protocol was coded as an application layer protocol. The 
coded SIP module does not support any functionality outside what is needed to act as an MIH 
User. 
The MIHF converts link events into Media Independent Event Services (MIES) which it 
then passes to the higher-layer MIH user. 
In addition MICS messages are also translated into link-specific commands and are 
passed on to the lower layers. The protocol stack is multimodal with support for WLAN, 
WiMAX and CDMA2000 technologies. The MIH User receives MIES and issues MICS to the 
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Figure 8. Simulation Framework for Evaluating Stack Reactivity. 
4.1.1 Test Cases 
There are 3 test cases that implement a different protocol stack. The test cases are for 
SIP, MIP and XLM. In each test case, a single MMP acts as an MIH User in order to find the 
ideal user. Each MMP is granted content-awareness capabilities, even though this is not the case 
in practice, to ensure fairness when deciding on the most efficient MIH user. 
1. MIP as MIH User 
Here MIP is the MIH User by issuing MICS and receiving MIES. MIP is coded as a L3 











user to the application layer down to the network layer where MIP resides. 
2. SIP as MIH User 
SIP is an application layer protocol and resides in the layer that is just below the user 
which sends content-awareness information. In addition the lower layers in the protocol send 
also send information pertinent for handoff. MIES events travel from L2.S whilst MICS 
commands are issued via the layers below SIP. 
3. XLM as MIH User 
The XLM resides as a cross-layer function with exposure to all the layers simultaneously. 
MIES, MICS and content-awareness information is captured immediately by the XLM 
neutralizing the need for PDUs to traverse the protocol stack. 
4. Hybrid SIPIMIP as MIH User 
In this case, a hybrid SIPIMIP solution is employed to utilize the MIHS exported by the 
MIHF. Here both the SIP and MIP can issue MICS and receive MIES from the MIHF. The 
MIES is limited to the event that SIP and MIP are subscribed to. MIP and SIP independently 
issue a MIH Subscribe event to the MIHF to define the set of services that each protocol is 
interested in. The MIHF then only forwards subscribed events to SIP and MIP. 
In this case SIP and MIP have independent decision engines. This is the case in [17] and 
[18] where sessions are divided between MIP and SIP or only network registration is integrated. 
As a result, content-awareness is divided between the two MMPs as each requires a copy of the 
higher layer parameters as a feed into the handoff decision. 
This is a useful test case since hybrid solutions could be implemented in protocol stacks 











4.1.2 Simulation Scenario 
All test cases were run on the same network topology where the network interfaces 
exhibit link characteristics common for wireless nodes in a volatile environment. The terminal is 
seen to be moving with high velocity across overlapping or adjacent radio signal footprints 
belonging to the different technologies of WLAN, WiMAX and CDMA. Since the terminal is 
multimodal, the link events of each technology are sent to the MIHF which forwards it to the 
MMPs as MIES. The MMPs receive the MIES from the layer they reside in and optionally reply 
with MICS. 
Please refer to Appendix A for more details on the implementation of the simulation. 
4.1.3 Motivation for Experiment 
The motivation for the experimental comparison between SIP, MIP, hybrid SIP/MIP and 
XLM is to target the ideal MIH user from the protocols. The ideal MIH user is the mobility 
protocol that is ideally situated in the protocol stack to capture the MIES and issue MICS in a 
timely manner suitable for a volatile wireless environment. In addition the ideal MIH user can 
also capture content-awareness information for advanced handoff decisions. MMPs in advanced 
mobility scenarios are required to respond very quickly to external stimuli for seamless handoff. 
The simulation scenario allows us to measure the protocol's reactivity to external stimuli and in-
stack parameters. 
4.1.4 Performance Metrics 
For protocol reactivity we measure message arrival time and message response time. 
These are delay parameters that indicate how efficient an MMP is to external stimuli and internal 
stack parameters. 
The Message Arrival Time (MAT) is the time it takes for an MMP to capture a link 
signal. The MAT is the aggregate time of the links triggering an MIES event, the time for MIHS 











recognize an MIES event. This is shown in the following equation: 
MA T = tlmk",m + tMIHF + tSAP 
The Message Response Time (MRT) is the time it takes for an MMP to issue an MICS 
command to the MIHF in addition to the time it takes for a link to receive it. The MRT 
aggregates the time it takes for an MMP to decide which MICS command to issue, the time it 
takes for the SAP to interface an MICS to the MIHF, the time it takes the MIHF to translate the 
MICS command to a link signal, and the time it takes for the link to recognize the command. The 
equation for the MRT is as follows: 
MRT = tMICS + tSAP + tMIHF + tlmkcommmuJ 
The Number of Unserviced Messages is the number of messages yet to be serviced by the 
MIHF. The MIHF maintains a queue for all received MIES and MICS messages and is 
incremented every time a new MIES or MICS message arrives. The queue is decremented when 
the corresponding event is delivered to the MMP or link command is issued to the interface. The 
number of messages remaining in the queue or buffer at the end of the simulation time is the 
number of unserviced messages. The unserviced messages relate to how much load is on the 
MIHF and how timely a MMP is to responding to events. There is some delay induced by 
translating a MIES into a link event or MICS into a link command. However this is generally 
negligible because the delay is typically close to zero and does not account for why the MIHF 
queue is not empty on average. The defining reason is due to the response by the MIH Users that 
grab events from the MIHF queue. The MIHF will always keep an event in the queue until it the 
MIH User is ready to receive it. MICS commands don't affect the unserviced messages 
significantly since they are not dependent on the MIH User's response. 
The Number of Received Messages is the total number of MIES received by each MMP 
from the MIHF during a simulation session. 











MIHF for a single simulation session. 
4.2 Experimental Results 
The results of the simulation are shown for the different test cases with the performance 
metrics that are relevant for that simulation run. 
All line graphs displayed henceforth do not start at the origin exactly because the 
simulation takes time to initialize the bucket variables that capture the results. 
4.2.1 Simulation Validation 
In this section results are presented that help validate the simulation setup against what is 
expected from the experiment. 
To ensure randomness in the type of link signals generated by the 3 wireless interfaces in 
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Figure 9. A Graph showing the variance of link signals occurring across the 3 different 
interfaces connected to the Media Independent Handover Function. 
As seen from Fig. 9 there is stochasticity in the type of link signal generated by any of 
the 3 connected link interfaces as is expected in a mobile wireless environment. The probability 
of any link signal occurring from the interfaces is uniform on average. 
These link signals are captured by the MIHF on occurrence. Fig. 10 shows the 
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Figure 10. Graph showing the accumulative number of link signals received at the Media 
Independent Handover Function. 
Because the probability of link signals occurring is uniform within a limited period, the 
accumulative number of interface signals captured by the MIHF is roughly linear. 
In addition, we record the number of Media Independent Command Services (MICS) 
issued to the MIHF for validation. Fig. 11 shows an ascending line graph of the cumulative 
number of MICS captured by the MIHF from all MIH Users. MICS issue commands in response 
to MIH Events, which are random according to the wireless environment. Thus, the MICS have a 
random probability dependency on the MIH Events. However, the number of commands 
compared to the number of events for a single simulation run is small because not every event 
warrants a response through a command. In addition, the number of commands issued by MIH 
Users is small relative to the number of events received by the users, with polling commands 
being the most common. For visualization's sake we narrow down (zoom in) the simulation 
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Figure 11. Graph showing the accumulative number of Media Independent Handover 
Commands received at the Media Independent Handover Function. 
The MIHF translates MICS commands to link-specific commands for each connected 
interface. Fig. 12 shows the link commands generated at the MIHF. 
Due to the decoding delay in the MIHF, the number of link commands issued is less than 
the MIH Commands received by the MIHF. The probability of a link command occurrence is 
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Figure 12. Graph showing the accumulative number of link commands sent from the 
Media Independent Handover Function. 
Concurrently the link signals generated by the interfaces translate into MIH Events using 
Media Independent Event Services (MIES). These Events are forwarded to the MIH Users, 
which could issue MIH Commands. Fig. 13 shows the cumulative number of MIH Events 
released by the MIHF. 
The probability of forwarding a MIH Event depends on the probability of link signal 
occurrence and the probability of the MIHF translating the signal. There is a probability that the 
MIHF might not translate the link signal into an MIH Event because of the decoding and 
encoding delay involved in creating an MIH Event. The MIHF maintains a queue of all 
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Figure 13. Graph showing the accumulative number of Media Independent Handover 
Events sent from the Media Independent Handover Function. 
In general, the number of commands issued is less than the number of events because the 
MMP can choose not to send commands in response to every received event. Furthermore, the 
delay incurred for event notification to the MMP could result in a slow corresponding command 
response. 
4.2.2 Performance Results 
We compare the performance of SIP, MIP and XLM in terms of load and reactivity to 
determine which of the mobility protocols is the ideal MIH user. 
4.2.2.1 Load 
Here we measure the load, in terms of the number of received and sent messages, on the 
MIHF to determine the efficiency of the MIH Users. The mobility protocols that use MIHS are 
hybrid SIPIMIP and XLM. Hybrid SIP/MIP is better than sole SIP or MIP since it handoffs both 











mobility management scheme of choice for next-generation networks. To compete with XLM's 
hybrid network registration, we use the hybrid model to ensure fairness. 
In the first mobility run, SIP and MIP co-exist in the protocol stack since they are able to 
run concurrently as mobility processes. In the second mobility run, XLM is the MIH User with 
MIHF as its sub-layer. 
Table 4. Statistics for the Simulated Mobility Runs. 
SIPIMIP Number of Generated Events = 43152 
Total Message Count in the MIHF = 103461 
Total Messages Sent by the MIHF = 25737 
Total Messages Received by the MIHF = 77724 
Number of Unserviced Messages = 34573 
XLM Number of Generated Events = 43152 
Total Message Count in the MIHF = 52411 
Total Messages Sent by the MIHF = 9097 
Total Messages Received by the MIHF = 43314 
Number of Unserviced Messages = 25005 
Table 4 shows the statistics obtained for the two mobility runs where the load on the 
MIHF is measured. The generated events, which are the same in type and number for both 
mobility runs to ensure fairness, are the changes in the link conditions of the connected 
interfaces. 
The total message count, which is the aggregate of the number of sent and received 
messages by the MIHF, is less for XLM's mobility run than for SIP and MIP. The sent messages 
are the number of MIH events sent by the MIHF due to requests by the MIH users (SIP, MIP and 
XLM) or due to changes in the link conditions. The received messages are the number of MIH 
commands issued to the MIHF by MIH users as a response to changes in the link conditions or 
periodic polls on the links. 
The load on the MIHF is less for XLM's mobility run throughout, including the total 











The number of unserviced messages is the number of unserviced events and commands 
remaining in the MIHF queue. The MIHF services the queue by either translating generic MICS 
to link-specific link commands, or link-specific events into MIES. The number of unserviced 
messages is lower for XLM than for SIP/MIP because SIPIMIP's response to MIHS is lower and 
thus lags behind the events that are instantaneously occurring. SIPIMIP reacts to the latent events 
whilst the service list queue increases with pending events. XLM's fast response to external and 
internal stimuli allows more messages to be serviced resulting in a small unserviced queue. 
4.2.2.2 Protocol Stack Reactivity 
The reactivity of a protocol stack measures the timeliness of responding to external 
stimuli, such as network conditions, and internal stimuli, such as changes in user and application 
parameters. Here we measure the MRT and the MAT it takes for SIP, MIP and XLM to respond 
to Media Independent Event Services (MIES) and act accordingly with Media Independent 
Command Services (MICS). When measuring reactivity, the use of hybrid SIP/MIP or sole SIP 
and MIP does not matter since both schemes act independently when using MIHS. 
The smallest mean MAT, as seen in Fig. 4, belongs to XLM whilst SIP and MIP have 
similar MATs, with SIP's MAT being slightly larger. The graphs in Fig. 4 smooth out after the 
initial period of fluctuations attributed to calculation noise. The noise is due to the small number 
of samples in the mean bucket, which results in erratic calculations of the mean. The graphs 
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Figure 14. Mean Message Arrival Time for different mobility protocols. 
As in the case for MAT, the graph in Fig.5 shows that the XLM has the lowest mean 
MRT. SIP has the highest mean MRT followed by MIP. As was the case previously, noise exists 
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Figure 15. Message Response Time for different mobility protocols. 
For both the MAT and MRT, the XLM performs better since, on average, it ensures a 












Chapter 5 Conclusions 
From the analysis and experimental results in the previous chapters, we can conclude that 
the proposed mobility solution outperforms other mobility solutions reviewed in Chapter 2. The 
solution overcomes shortcomings of the other mobility schemes through the combined use of 
cross layer design and IEEES02.21. In addition, QoS considerations and network registration, 
including AAA authentication, ensures scalability and reliability for next-generation protocols. 
The proposed solution introduces a framework that houses mobility algorithms and 
provides all the functionality required for movement in the advanced mobility scenarios 
presented in Chapter 3. The framework provides generic plug-in points (SAP) for capturing vital 
content and context information that reflect the current environment which place the algorithms 
in an ideal position in the mobility process. Furthermore, the IEEES02.21 Media Independent 
Handover Function provides link and handoff management mechanisms for multi modal devices. 
Thus, if the decision algorithms are efficient enough, seamless handoff is achievable through 
MIHS optimized handoffs. 
However, the use of the proposed solution does not invalidate SIP and MIP since they are 
vital for network registration for session and network-layer terminal mobility. This ensures that 
network registration is scalable for all-IP networks and popular SIP sessions. 
Specifically the proposed framework is the ideal MIH user over SIP and MIP since it 
reduces the detrimental message load on the MIHF. High loads on the MIHF increases the 
number of unserviced messages that slow down the MIH user's responsiveness to the current 
environment. The framework dequeues serviced messages quickly from the MIHF since the 











In addition, the reactivity of the framework to external and internal stimuli is higher than 
SIP and MIP. The XLM's Link Information Manager (LIM) directly captures external stimuli 
such as link events on network interfaces. The framework, due to its cross layer design that 
exposes the SAP to all higher layers simultaneously, reacts to internal stimuli such as changes in 
the content information including user preferences, application constraints and session demands, 
quicker than traditional single-layer protocols. 
Thus, the framework provides more timely response and reaction to protocol stack 
events, which would make the framework better suited as an MIH user than SIP and MIP. SIP 
and MIP respond and react slowly since they suffer from single-layer fallibility where 
information has to travel layer by layer to reach its target point. [31] and [32] show that seamless 
handoff is achievable assisted by Media Independent Handover Services, it then follows 
intuitively that the framework can also achieve seamless handoff if the decision algorithms are 
efficient. Furthermore, SIP and MIP do not define facilities for advanced decision-making 
rendering them insufficient for advanced scenario roaming. 
The framework features powerful mobility management tools for decision algorithms to 
orchestrate handoff by targeting the ideal network in next-generation networks. The algorithms 
can use the suggestions provided in Chapter 3 to mitigate the ping-pong effect that would 












Chapter 6 Recommendations 
The study undertaken draws some recommendations for mobility protocols that carry out 
next-generation roaming. 
• Deployment of advanced mobility decision engines is necessary to cater for user 
and application-induced handoff in advanced mobility scenarios such as Always-
Best-Connected and Multimedia-Aware. 
• Mobility management should be seen as a cross function in next-generation 
protocol stacks as mobility is not a singular layer function. In addition, cross layer 
schemes enhance the fast capturing of higher layer preferences and parameters. 
• SIP and MIP do not define decision engines that allow seamless handoff in 
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Appendix A: Simulation Files 
A.I Send Function of the MIHF 
ev « "Message is to be serviced and sent\n"; 
II The self-message arrived, so we can send check the outgoing messages pipe 
II send the appropriate message and remove the message request from the vector 
II Check the first message on the pipe, since it has priority (first come first served) 
II Check and cast the message to determine it's type 
II Send the response message accordingly 
II Recieved Interna llSelf Message therefore record statistics 
decodeDelayDistStats. collect( simTime() - previousArrivalTime); 
previousArrivalTime = simTime(); 
iJ(strcmp("Link Event Message", (msg)->name()) == 0) 
( 
IICheck and Cast 
LinkEventMsg *lemsgTmp = check_and_cast<LinkEventMsg *>(msg); 
bubble( lemsgTmp- > getEventName()); 
MIHEventMsg *newMIHEventMsg; 
newMIHEventMsg = generateMIHEventMessage(lemsgTmp-> getEventNo( )); 
II Get the timestamp of the message and the current simulation time 
II Find the difference and write it to the message response time vector 
msgResponseTime Vector. record( simTime() - lemsgTmp- > getTimestamp()); 
II send to the XL module 
MIHEventMsg *dupMsg = (MIHEventMsg *)newMIHEventMsg->dup(); 
send(dupMsg, "out", 0); 
msgOutCount+ +; 
msgOutCountVector. record( msgOutCount); 
delete newMIHEventMsg; 
newMIHEventMsg = NULL; 
delete lemsgTmp; 
lemsgTmp = NULL; 












IICheck and Cast 
MIHCommandMsg *MIHcmsgTmp = check_and_cast<MIHCommandMsg *>(msg); 
bubble(MIHcmsgTmp->getCommand()); 
LinkCommandMsg *newLinkCommandMsg; 
newLinkCommandMsg = generateLinkCommandMessage(); 
II Get the timestamp of the message and the current simulation time 
II Find the difference and write it to the message response time vector 
msgResponseTimeVector.record(simTime() - (MIHcmsgTmp->getTimestamp())); 
II send to outgoing link layer gates 
int n = I; 
for (int i=n; i <4; i + +) 
{ 
LinkCommandMsg *dupMsg = (LinkCommandMsg *)newLinkCommandMsg->dup(); 
send( dupMsg, "out", 0; 
msgOutCount++; 
msgOutCountVector. record( msgOutCount); 
} 
delete newLinkCommandMsg; 
newLinkCommandMsg = NULL; 
delete MIHcmsgTmp; 
MIHcmsgTmp = NULL; 
} 
A.2: Algorithm for Receiving Messages at the MIHF 
if (msg==endServiceMsg) II Departure 
( 
endService( msgServiced ); 
ev « "Departure of" «msg->nameO « "'\n"; 
if (queue.empty()) II There is no remaining customer 
{ 















simtime_t service Time = serviceRequirement( msgServiced); 
scheduleAt( simTimeO+serviceTime, endServiceMsg ); 
} 
} 
else if (!msgServiced) II Arrival while server is idle 
( 
arrival( msg ); 
ev « "Arrival-while server idle- of" «msg->nameO « "'\n"; 
II Statistics collection 
IljobDist->collect (0); 
jobs/nSys.record(O); 
msgServiced = msg; 
simtime_t serviceTime = serviceRequirement( msgServiced); 
scheduleAt( simTimeO+serviceTime, endServiceMsg ); 
} 
else II Arrival while server is busy 
( 
arrival( msg ); 
ev « "Arrival -while server busy- of" « msg->nameO « '''\n''; 
II Statistics collection 
II There is one customer in service, hence queue.length + 1 
I ljobDist->collect( queue. length 0+ 1); 
jobslnSys.record( queue.lengthO+ 1); 
queue.insert( msg ); 
} 
IIFor memory efficient delete the messages 
Iidelete msg; 




eventType = "State Change"; 











Ir[OJ = Ir[lJ = true; 
direction[OJ= true; 
direction[lJ= true; 
direction[2 J= false; 
break; 
case 2: 
eventType = "State Change"; 
eventName = "MIH Link Down"; 






eventType = "Predictive"; 
eventName = "MIH Link Going Down"; 






eventType = "State Change"; 
eventName = "MIH Link Detected"; 






eventType = "Link Parameters"; 
eventName = "MIH Link Parameters Report"; 
Ir[OJ = Ir[lJ = true; 
direction[OJ= true; 




eventType = "Administrative"; 
eventName = "MIH Link Event Rollback"; 
















eventType = "Link Transmission"; 
eventName = "MIH Link SDU Transmit Status"; 
Ir[OJ = true; 
Ir[lJ = false; 
direction[OJ= false; 
dire ctio n[ I J= false; 
direction[2 J= false; 
break; 
case 8: 
eventType = "Link Synchronous"; 
eventName = "MIH Link Handover Imminent"; 






eventType = "Link Synchronous"; 
eventName = "MIH Link Handover Complete"; 






eventType = "Corrupt"; 
eventName = "Corrupt"; 
Ir[OJ = Ir[1J =false; 
direction[OJ= false; 
direction[1 J= false; 




sprintj(msgname, "MIH Event Message"); 
II Create message object and set source and destination field. 
MIHEventMsg *msg = new MIHEventMsg(msgname); 
msg->setSource( src); 
msg->setDestination( dest); 

















msg->setDirection( 1 ,direction[ 1 J); 
msg->setDirection(2,direction[2]); 
return msg; 
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--~~~~~-'.-.- :".='==- hLrLherrn""e_ the arr,,"1 p,ttern of packeTS is '''I1<;'X"m 
<., lWLny hctoTS, ir.clud:nH 'rriLC",LOn c",racto,i>ti<" 
no,work queuing beha,icH"S_ e;c, IIonc •. p"ckeTs m.y ani\'e 
at th. KAR before ;he MK is "hie '0 ",tablr>h it> 1m. ,he', 
The,,-, Plic,,,, ",ill be It", "nlo>, ,hey iI,e buffered by tl" 
l\AR, Simil"rly, if 'he \1t\ att""b", !~ 'he \',-\R ,nJ lb.;;n 
,end, an ruu me",ago_ pockels al'ri'ing " 'he PAR ,.,;il 
the FIll! i, processd wil l Ix: IQ,t un!e" they arO buffered, 
Ihi, " ovident if The hand<"" i, e"c'''ed TO<l • .,Iy, 
'-~~c;~~~~~t~~;-t~~~-""i,i"i<,'"",'""""i,i",i",i"i",i,"tx""Jli'-'ded-(o tile NAR buffer -
Figu,.e~: lindo".,. Lot."")-
,\, c.n be ooserv~d, Ihe gar' in lO, H'"ph, represeol 'h, 
Iwnd"wr l",ri",J, <lnci cone'po",1 t" tb. h"n,k1wr dehy, 
I'hu" amLlm1 ~O, a vmicol hanOOver from WiFi to WJ"Jax 
W", exrcri,nced .nd lhe hanJov", JeI,y encountered in ~ur 
propos.d ",heme W<IS obom 3,!3s whi!. th"t "b'ained fo, 
F!'.lIp;,(, "'., .boul.l,21" In Ih, ,"conJ g'4' i, tho h~riLOnLol 
hand"w, wh ich IS discussed below ,.,d 'he ~lh", 
'lJh'>C'lucnt h<lndovoTS in lho ,'"urn :rip of the !'.N_ 
The horizontal h"ndo\'er IhO<Jgh W", aboUl {),4" stwwn Ln 
Figure 5_ rn Our scheme "hiie it WiI' 77, foJ' fMI Pv6 , The 
ro:""n lilT !~nH"' h~nJ",", J,!.y in FMII';,o "an be 
at1J'ib"ted 10 ;he I;"t that it was "'" w.!1 p"epa"d lor th.;; 
h,ndowr and 'hOL i, had To perf"",,, The hondo"er proc«lmrs 
,,~uen'ially, ,-H ,c~nn ing whioh '" ;,.Iue "or"" ond 
c<llltrib,,;e n">oh of the t'me in tho h"ndmCT P"",""" Ou, 
,chome on tho mher hond redoc", thi' pm"e"ing delay due 
10 pr<p"redness by early pr«li<:li<lll "nd aCOll",te ,,,imati~n 
of 'he t,me 10 "." 'he hondove, pw"o" while the M'l is 





1 ~ I n 1~ 
"'W~"''''~','' 
In .ddition '" ;he time th,,, ;he ~1" i, not abl. to ,eml or 
l'.ceiw tramc, the Iwndo'er delay thero L> oko pock.t 10" 
",hi<:h al,o contrrbu;e, ;0 ,e'Yice Ji'mption during Ihe 
h.nd,,;,e,- p""" I~" is d, r. n,d '" the numhor ~C rac-'''' 
,h:., W,,-, lost dll, to 'he h"ndo\'CT 01' the MN Thi, hc-'or 
hiHhly d,p;;nJ, '-"'lhe timiny ol'handover p,,, ce",,, .nd lh< 
"p'im"1 lltilisation "fr",ource. ,,,m ., ll'" p""ket buffo , in 
tl'" NAR, 
fmm The PAR eMir, n,is cause, bun,'r ~v,rlo:>1ing m:J 
thon Ihe p."kOl 10"_ On ,be o;ho, hand. ,f the handowr i, 
y,,,.,-ot«1 too lot" 'he h.nJov", P""'"" ma}' b.;; in the ri,k 
of foi!ure As our IJr<lP'" .. ,d scl",n", <kline, 'he timing "I' the 
h.ndtn'or ",'en", " pm;"d" ophmal uti I i"tion of tho 'lAK 
buff"" Th" .!Iow, enouyh tin'" for pac,,, r",ran""i"i~n 
and rod""lion ofpocke' 10", It can be ,hown in rable I Th.1 
'"'' rrOf'oscJ "'heme ha, he,n ah le tQ reU"", p",,'1 10;' 
regardle" of t~,e h"nd<wer del"y, In .. ch Iwndo\'ef C<L'< tho 
pmp,,,ed sclteme ha, been able to red""o tho packet 10" 
c"mpaTC'd I<l nllP\,(, 
Tobie 1: Pa,k.! to" 
P"" ,o: [,~" 
Ha,xk""" , , , 
Pr"lW""t 9 ! , " 
, 
F~lI~vli n " 76 '" 
The ,ime it 1,.,:< C~r a p",kel '0 mMe I'rom ;he >Ol~C" '0 
tho destination ,,1'0 P!'Y' • \'i"'l r,,~, in rcoviJing 
uninl, rrur'ed ,,"'''e Juring the hanJowr, In thi, c"'o W. 
.11-0 ",,,,lysed 'he r",rlom1Onoc 01' ou,- proposd ",h,,,,,, 
b.seJ on lhe time i, toke, fo,' 0 packet 10 mow fron1 the C'l 
1<1 the \IN, and how ,hi, " ,ffecteJ Ju"ng Ihe haoo",w 
pe"iod Wh"n "alculating p"ck.t <nd-1O-,nd d,lay e"ch 
packel" lraoeJ fmm ,he CN lQ lho ~jl\ ond then the Tim< iT 
l<x1k th.;; p",ket 10 coach 'h, M-' i, recorded, Figure 6 and 
Ftgure 7 dLSpl'r 'he p<lcket dehr' in FMIl'v6 .nd in the 
propo,ed «heme, rO'p"ctivdy_ Ihe Jl"cke' delor i, Ihe lime 
it wkcs fo< 'h, r"ok" to ITH)V, Irom eN '0 ),1_"_ A, ,ach 
wired link has the dehr ;inl< "fO,O), bttween II", n<.Je ,.,d 
,i-.; di'ta"" \TQm ,he CN to lho ~AR " equol 10 two hop' 
tl'" sum of the '''lay i, 0,06, plu' ""me neg li glhk 80~, I I 
loLetXf AI,o In ,he r--AR [he ,,,,,od hop, mtrod",," LI", del'~' 
"f ° 03, v.hich "dd, IIp '" O,IY), rlu, (he r.cglig iblc 8{)2, I (, 
I"en.:;~_ lhi' packet d.!ay doe, noT rem,in const,rlT iT 
chanye J"nng 'he hanJo\'CL rhe hando\'o, ,Ifech ,he 
p.det delay through pocket bu lkring_ ,"-~rdeTlnH 












h oc,,"" -"-"'>OC"'I ~ '" " , 
"","-'" -.. ,,~-~ _ n"' ''"' 
A, can be ;.,,.n fmm figure 2 ,00,'., after "',li,iLL'ILon 
lhe RSS .\10nito"n" and Prcu"'lio,, C'O" Ii" L",II}' oh",,,,o' lh" 
RSS with re'po<t 10 d)'nomH:olly ""t the,l,o i~_ n.o 
th"Jooid " uy"ami(oliy ,., b'>cd on :Ioc CUITeJll "elwork 
c'ondilio,,_ for ",ample'. if tho eondilions >co jXXlf, ,I", 
Theshoid i, correspo"dingly 0",1 pn'l>0J1io"oli)' i",.;re,,,,eI , 
L,k.wi",. "!;c',, lhe (ondi l;"''' art' g<x"L Ihe 'hrt"hold i, 
COITo,pond in~ly ,nd prDj>0nionally rodu< . d_ I" olIo,"" the 
RSS Monito"i"g ond Predic'lion moduie, p"o,1ic!s [he n(-,,, 
,el thre,ho ld on the eLLITenl netw("k «)ndilio", or KSS 
Tb. outCOme of tbe RSS Monilonng and Predicli,x, " 
the" p"s«t on 10 tho Handmer Tfi ~gor ol0(\ulo TI" 
llalxk>wl Tr;gg.r ,nodlli, .iso gets ',"lW0J'~-reh,"d 
info,m01W<l from lbe NeigUx"I[ Di"'o,,ery "",]uic fl asc'u 
0" Ihi, infom""ion. lh" Ha",lov", Tri~~er modlll" 
dotormi"'" tl,o '''''''' sllilabk nm\ofk To bndowr to, i", 
wloelher i, bo,i"ontoi OJ' ,,"ni(al handover, a' weil as II,c 
O'!,,-'C'leu tio", Ihe "a"dowr will'ako nlC H,,,dovor Tri~~", 
modlilo (on<1O"TI)' <I""k' the i"PUTS from Tb. Ke!gbb",,, 
Disc'overy LL!ld RSS Moni'ori"g a"d Prodic~L "" moduk' lO 
e,,"uro !"ot iL i, ol",a)" \~-to-dmo in rh. "timorion il mako>, 
oTb"",'I"'" mllbac~ [0 rI,. b,,,do;-er eve"" i, 'bo j~",ihle 
A ftor tl,o e,li mario" of tl,e ti 0,., roqHJ,od for the ilOJldowr 
os w. 1I os Th. T)p. of h.Jldow, required. II St'",h • 
COT!L",,,rd for bJldover inili'lLon 10 'he Ha"d", er Exe,'Lllio" 
module i" a li'nely m:m""r To en""o thot II", ",,,dowr 'hIm 
a"d fi"d,c, a, por o"imati,,,,, ho"co o"""in~ minimai 
"a"dovor a,,,1 pac'", 10'" , 
n " impi"menrmion of the c"""-i.y,, ,dr.",. 1o "plimiLc 
Tb. p'rformaJlce of lbe FMIP;-o '"'' I",en OLLllined, AI" , the 
ue!ai)' 0 f c",c'h compo",." I and it, rela!i"" to o'hor mod":,,, 
in lerm, of Ih" o!"-""tio" to rodL.:" tl", 1"""lowr ,Ioioy '" 
fMIPv(; handover, 
V S[\!CL\TlON RESLLTS 
In [lot, ,cClLon the p'rfG<'MJl<' of [h propo",d ,<1"0"" is 
ev, lmled l""oLlgh ,imLJI,lio!lS , 11,e handover delay. pac'lel 
lo>s ",xl 1"" "'xl-to-end POl"'" dol"y i, o"al),zed fOf Ihe 
[,,,,posed sch'o,,-, Ih' pro!,oSt'u ,ebeme J> ,o",p"ed wHh 
fMlh(; 
figme 1 'ho"" tho ,imLJla,ion '(-"Llp, which" '0' in >Tea 
of 3U OO by 3uuu T!L' :' " in Ih n, -2 'JTnUimDJ' pla:fo,m will, 
'he "I~ T mohi li!y 'T><XILlI" In IlK' '"nu l,li,,,, Ihe TCP lraCiic' 
i, "<eel W 0,'01",," 11,e I'alxk>wr deiay o,rd pack"t los" ond 
,be Imp 'raffic i, u,ed \(, e\'aimk Ihe eJld-!o-end pac'lel 
delo) Tho packot intorvals ar" flx"d '0 0,05, 1'0'- ,11 
,imLL111ion, _ Tb. wired iink bet""" the router o,rd Ih . 
gale""y arc IOIlMh with link delay, of 3I1m'_ n,e \1" 
OlD"'" li""any from API to\\'ar,1, BS2 [)<'" BSi m 0 
(on,tam sp.ed of lml, _ . lfec'[i"ly e,<p'ri",cl"g two 
"a"dover; API_Io_flSI venieal ,nd llSI-lo-f>S2 "OTl/{)n1>1 
h, ndovor, o"d on it' rm"", rrip it tl,en ""Ices fOUl 
ba"dm-ers Tbe"-, haJ\JoVC'r:; arc ,hown in FigLLrt' 4_ 
, ~MN - ----I!iI - - - - • 
Figure 3: Sinru l.tiurr Setup 
rigur, 4 depict' th bon,10\'eJ' Mlo) p"formaJlce 
obtai"od w"on om pro!"-,,ed ,<homo i, iT>.;orp0TalOd in 
1'\11]','6 o"d wh"n it i, not. 1'(1( ciont, In Tb. dmvam. we 
,bLftcd tbc grapb ohlai"ed by OLLr propmed ,>cheme LLpward, 
in tho Pack"T IT) ,eak, W ",'~id tho ~,"pI" /rom opp"",in~ 










"m",enl manT><;L Th" "IIH ""a, d""~lled W Ix; ,lOch 
"t.ndam thm Uln be "sed "cross diffe,.",,, h",.,.og",\eaus 
I1ctworb ttl rnwid<; "'amle,, h~ndun''', III lhi, paper MIH 
is goil1H to Ix; "doplC'd for IIolen'~"'C'OuS n<lwQrk disco\iery 
and selcctlLln 
I'he link I.yer 1Tig~o" aro u>od to commun ic"te link lay",' 
<v<n1> to the nelw"", layer and the layerS ahL",e, Link l.1yer 
"",n" il",lude the anlll'irali"" and c,",'uliQI1 Qf a hQ,1 
"",,;imion and di>aswCl.tioo with lh . c,menT link. The link 
Ioyer trlgge" have been well uefineu Ln [91 "nu [101 I'h"e 
~'" l1um"""" ,d",me< thm hayc been proposcd to provide 
m<>n; d"r,nilive I.,:' tn~~e" 10 redwe handov", dday' in 
FJI.!lPv6, Roforoll,'''' [II] .nd rl21 "'0 the MIH ""vice' to 
pW\iid. timely L2 trigg." 
rhe work in referenc< [13], al;.o "iIll Information 
S",vi,', 10 obtain lhe intunTIatwn that help" il I"""di" the 
t.rget cell for Ihe MN, They us.th i, info,mmion to .d"aLlce 
tl", Lin>: (ioing DLlWIl trigger in Llrtler III prtJlilrc tLlr Ihe 
hmx!ov", in .dv,"ce, Th. issue WiTh this work i, thot it "'0' 
(iPS ba,ed Lnfo"natLL'\ whlCh ,an h< "","rcrf"1 to an M:-' 
conlpared ta om propos.d ,c he m., [n .ddltio(1 1Q thi, aHer 
gcn"'aling the LHlk (iuHl g Ou\\n tng~,..- in .(h"oce lhey UO 
noL l.h' inlu con,idorali"" 'he Li ming imp",e[ [hal may ,'au,,' 
hanoo"", to Ix; genorated to oarly, 
ttl MmlvA'[~l N 
TIIo ~oal Qfth" wor>: i, to propose a rreLii d,ve handove, 
,cheme, I'hi' scheme will use tllo IEEE 802,21 for nOlwork 
di"'o\CT)' and th" mo<t op[imal prediction "Igunth'" tu 
timely g"".,"t. tho L2 triggers, 'I hi' will bo usod to OLhU'" 
lhat all lhe L2 tTlgge" are e~ec"1<d at the right tLme and 
[ocr."", th. pmhobilily of nj]p,,6 to Ix; ",ec,,'cd ill a 
prru«;\'< mode I'hi' w[11 be dano by o'tlmOlin~ tho 
rCGuired handover lime fLlr given neighbour [ .. twork 
cco\di(ion" Then usinH tho predictive L2 tri~~e" the 
handU\ier will be staned ill a time thm is dYl~1mic"lIy 
,'aic'ulaled Lo mlilLmize 'he handuver 10t"lCy 
IV. p"OPO~>:DS('~,,,, > 
Thi, '",'tion o"llines tllo op<mtio"" Qf the prQp'J>ed 
,cheme, Tile fi,,;t p.:lrt defines tile implementotioo of th . 
pnlpo",d ",hem:: in the M". The "'",,'u part prc"iew, the 
operation ot the schome in focilitoTinH the hondo,"or pro<'o" 
(hIT rr0p""'u ,d",,,,,, ""'rlu)", Ihe ,'rus,.lay" arr'roo,h 
W onhan"e FJI.!lP\6 handovc< p<rtiJnTIan"e. Fi gu[. I bolow 
tllustrotes the ""hllCClutal framework of The proJXl,,"d 
,dtc",,' The ba,;c Ldca of the ,cheme "wulv", ulilLLalKJn of 
both lin>: by.r "xl net"oT' I"y. r infi)n',l1ion to tacilitot. 











,.- Honoo,'. r -> Ji>C"""f Exoc"! on 
Irl,~""',,r I., ",,,, "w co, _ S'r .. ~", · MIH \~ H 
~S3 M,c ~ ",nn; HJ',oo','o' Tr9P 
" o-j Frodloli'" U"I 
~,nc_v", I)" 
Figue 1: System Ar.hito,tur. 
,\, c.n be ol>5e,,,.o Ln Fig"", I, lhe prof'O><d "'heme 
,,,,,,,i,I> Llf 4 mope,,,,ing module> to :"'pro"e I"'lido\" 
p<rt(ln1<lI"'e, Tho module,' 1;,Ln,'lio", arc brielly dl'cu,""d 
." 
TIl<: rs.,ghoour Oi,co""y module collect< "li<l ",ores 
both dynamic and ,Ial,,' n,1work layer inumnallLln 110" 
;nfoJ'ITJ:lliQll indud • • ,~, noighbouring PoAs oddre,"e', 
"ulhl'lll J<allon informatico\ ,",c. I hi< moUule ""liLes the 
M[ IS tun,'liOll.lity Ot lhe MIH ,ervi,'", to adlleve it> '''m, 
which ,O\'ol\'<> prD"iding inforlllaTion IhaT "'ill h<ilimt. 
l1etwork , cleCl"", 
The 1I"x!Q\'Or Trig~er modulo gOT> Ihe information f"n 
'he rseighhLlllf Obcave,y mo<lLlle .nd pro,""., it based on 
dctiLled prodi"lion algorithm, and lh",'hold', which en'"," 
limely triggering af tl>< r.llx!OV" pro,'. ", Sin,'o n"twQTk 
C"" uili L"" arc VC[y uynanllc, the operation> of tho I hLx!o\'er 
Trigg'" mo,:!"lo al,o rely OIl lhe late,llil1k laycr infonn",iLln 
it get, f,onl lho RSS .\lon ltorin g ond ProdictiOll module to 
rna>:e limely or.:! well-infom .. d hando\er trlggennH 
dociSlOI1' Bas"l 011 Ihe il1t()[1naliun the HaI1UL"'Cr THgger 
ha' oi:><ained from the "eighbom Di,co,"o,y "'x! RSS 
'\follllor;n~ ",xl Pm:tic,iQn module. it "llmale, the dd.y 
aNJ<iateu with eilher horiLontal or ve"ical hondovor, In 
clkc'. [he Hando,", Trigg", mLxlule is .hlc to e<tilLl!!", lhe 
appropri'Te tlme to ,I;)rt Tho hondo\er pro<'.", 'e,'e 
lmplement ,"' I. MS preUX[lLln algorlthm tu Cn.UJ'e that the 
H.ndovor Trigger efti"icI1Lly r ,,fLlrm, ! IS fUIlCliQn 
The fl.SS MLln'tLlrin~ alid Prcu",iLln, CO\ the other I"'lx!. 
"on'~nT'"to' on ob<oil1inH dynamic link lay"r il1t(Jnl1" Li m 
,hot ho, "n ,mpact On handO\'er deci,;o11>. in )l<l.rTiculor The 
dyl1.!1mic RS~, It ,*"ervc, lhe behavior of 'he fl.SS wiLh 
rO>pCCT 10 SM110 dYn:l 111i"olly ,," [hro,hold ond ,ends the 
output tu the llanuo\'er I rigger mudule ." req"i,~d 
Finally, the Hand"..", Ex",'uLion [JL(>.l"ie. c~ecu'c, the 
,omrmndll recci,'", from the HanuuvCT Trig~er ",,>.luI<. In 
tac t, lhe Hando"", Fx",'utiOll mod"lo imple"",n" F"ttPv6, 
which i, trigg. Ted to [im<ly stOll the hondowr pIo<'oduro, 01 
tile hondo\er ini'iotico\ tJlll< e"[lllilTed or predicted by The 
hondove, trigge", mod "Ie. t' ig""e 2 belo" ;,how, a now 
cha,,1 ,ha' ill""r,,,e, Ihe ba,ic orcra[lLln princlrk of o"r 










Improvcmcnt of FMI Pv6 handover pafonnance 
using MIH and timely link layer triggers 
S. bod<J Dloon i"j. IIf£££; "Iqh~k r:"""k .Il~",h .1 Dlnd l". ,If/Ef.-" 
o..1, ,, rnn~nt Qt !::lect"c~1 Engin"".-mg 
UnI"'1>1l>' "r C~I'" I U" n. I' ''''ate El~g . Rondcbuseh. 710 1 
Tel. -21650-2813. f a.<, t-l '1 (,50-J465 
e"~"l. ,1Iamlnl~.1!~rs rC_uct,OC.7a: mqhcle,dlodlift!..'lICI no'" 
, \1 .... , ><._ Tht M"t.ik 11'.6 ("r I ." I la. do.r ... 
(F,\UI" '6) ""I .lltill alII" ., rtllud"~ 111< _. """'~r 
t~.nC')- and "~'''' 0I1 t ..... ~ .II~I ' I .. hll ,n ~ 1I 1'.", IT 
uhl"H !IIi • • rdu ' II .... b) 3rrl,I.~ ("" mo'~m .. 1 
1I., .dim, ~"d ( .. , bindl., updalt 11,0«<1.,..,., Ilon'rnr. 
hnd< .. '.r b'.nc} in I~I, r ~rtr" , ,,Iu,,," is , liIl .ot 
,,,fli.'rm for ""II,. Q"Qcl" lI rr"I-limt ~"d t;'"~"''';'I.-. 
~ ppl i<.'i"n ,. I. b <l • • hl, b Ien"! ,r,.11O ,II l'a< ~'1 I"" 
hn •• 'alL" ,""'k e dlJrol"lnn ""';"i 1_., nando .. , 
""rkod . W. prQP<."r '" .ddt<" ,lth du" I,~c ~ h) u'; n ~ 
prodirti,oli.k I. l'~r . r lll~r. il\ l'Il " i .. rlio ll .. 1111 1£1:[ 
80!.21 "odl. IndOllontirm ' IondO"rr ( ~III1J .. "I( .. '0 
fa.ilila .. an . nba"ood J \1 1"" 6 )0 •• "'-0'" , Th~ o~bi .. d 
,Imula.ion ",ulh ,h"w Iha' !h. pr"p,,' M «IIl'Ill' 
onhan'tl I",ndo,'or I .. rf"rm""r~ In lorn" hJlldo'"<I' 
I~,"nc~ and packet cnd' ''H Md ,j OIN)', 
Illdex 'f erms- Hando"., I., ~"" y. 11,,~ -lJ y.r u'I~~cn ; 
I. ea" ~I ." n S4uur; ~tIIl 
Am"",!, ""'''l' !'!'<'f":'''oJ m<lh, hly "'''''g,'menl ",kl t".,,-
~lo4,.I~ IP,{i (~np\'6J (j I NIl b«n PfOj)O>.~ :t.S !h~ SI:and;onl 
10 ""tw the prololcnl "C n.ot"I,!) II "'~ thjs by n>Ji, .. ,::ini 
",,,.-ke!. fo' tlte ",04:nl. n<:'d< ("-1 '1) IQ .t- ",,",,", I..'<ltion, I" 
\1( .... ,6 Ih. ptnod dur,,1f. .. hICh lbe :>1!'- luus..! c.:nIn<C'I' "}' 
... ,th II, cu",,,'1 link unht :1,,, :,n"';1 ,,""'j.c, II.~ (".1 padrt 
aft<t <onne.;"ng '0 tht 01"< lonk II !:no,," ;u h:ando'''' 
lal<n<y Ih. ""1'lI1I hand,,,·t, lalto~' '" ~1II"'6 COO,,!!. of 
I aY<:T 2 (U) 10"",1.:0"" laM,e)- :and uyOl' , CLl) h.n.1<"", 
L.Jmcy L~ h .... dO'<! I/I.tflcy i; ,h~ pcnad "htfl 11>0 " IN i, 
J=IIlrlC< ' I..,j r""n lilt 1"'~'\Io. I~ II ••• '\tIl~nl At«'" Roul<r 
(AR) UJlul,l>< "noe ~ 1'0""""1> IQ d'~ ,." I,ft~ or ,10< nl'" ,\11 
[II- In U h.>nd",('._ Ihelt ~t< L~omt,n mrurrffl JI", 10 "'. 
PIC"""'''''''' or "''',,'TI'OI'fI1 dfl<."l:u,m. t:.,~,~r-A<iJn:s, (C"A) 
e""f't:lIr:lI100 ""It B'nd;n~ '- pll;"~ (BUI, 11," /I-:an,IO".", 
t.. .. t><y ,""uroN by MI",'{i .~ ml"ltmbJt fur 11m • .. ",m,'. 
and ",al'lime ".ml' 12~ " net II.., \olN I> MI al>lt ,oJ ... "d '" 
,,,,,.i,. H,flk durlnr, 110" 1",« ... ,1 
\,,,,,,,,,~ prvtocv l, "I't b«~ pl..-.p..»<d Tu opllm;ro 
" ' 11(1 0'0, 1".,,,,1' ,n ~lI r>o.'" C,K, F"t H,o d.>'.'." in /l-ftrv6 
(Fl.llPv(,) l21 \o,: 11lr, on< of !htl\1, H l1 f>\'(o prO!oc~1 l1 ,os ~"rn 
d' '' gJ1Od :0 ,« h,,,. 11 ;111(I olc' dc l"y, I"" ,,,rod du. to 
""," <men, '""""" on. ('''N'I~!\d,lr." (C'.QA) "'·4U""t' (:<1 
a"J h,ndll1 ~ up<la,. (I>q t l'"nt' TI, ,.,. <1 (:<, . will, llo e . Id 01-
allli"parion b"<ed 1.11)-" 2 (1 2) ~n ~Hor ,,'I~ ITT1.n (:< ' " well 
"oy ()hla'nll1 ~ ,h . ' UL", . ' p,of;~ InfO"nl!l CN' fro,,, Ih . C-; ...". 
Ac<. .• ..,~ ROUIIT (nAil) while the M_'1I ",'ill Ct»IncCI," ,,,.1> 
e.lITomh>ld Ac <"CSfo ROUl.:J (oAII), In 0,,11.'T 10 form • nl. .. 
Cu. .... f MII'I6 ,.,h"" on Ib< oAR 10 ,owl". Iht n<1"ort 
p,eli> o( lb. nAR b ... rJ "" Ih. 1.2 Idrlllltitf rtpUr1ffl f1OO1 
Ih," MN 
The ,,,,,i.-.,,,,h,,,, m."'bn"m ,pc'C.lkt! loy } MlI',b 
."ff<,. f1OO1 Ih. ",ohl.nl of hminr, hme. 11 0.')1 ,,,u,. ,I>;: 
!l.ar>.d",rr pm;:t", ,,, '>tort ...",,, "" oJ' I.'tl tllnn tilt A~tIt~1 
1ta",1,"'l"', This ", J ue,", 'he cenaonly .h..-,u\ lho:.: M\'~ 
"","emem N ", ,udd." d.g"d,t, ,,,, "I tho w,,,,I.,. I,nl. 
d"';tl~ :he hw><jo"t, onilt"" 011 pM\-t m"y ,aUI. Ihe ~f\l Iv 
I,,,e conned;,,;,y wlIh lho:.: "AR In :1" , cu'e, ,f lhe hn~ d,,\'tr 
anli" ipaliQ" 1111-":: ;, la'ge. !hel1 the M~ ""'Y 'lOt h~," 
,ullloient rinle fo' l1ew CoA (."C" A) "()n r,~u ~.'i ,,n wb,lt 
\",illg "'t,,,'I-,,,<1 w tlo. oAR' , link, COOhl'q"C"" :Y. \I,,,," w'>\I ld 
b< 10"8 I" ,,,",,,er iat."ci., 
II RH Hl- il WOH 
T"n~l~ ~Hru {; ( ", of halldo"..- <1«;",," pbys" "";11 'ok 
,n h n,1.:o""" . par!u:u("'I~' ,n t"'""'lI'"\tt'~, net""rL"1i 
.. ",,,,no.,.,ts Vft riou. h:an<wve, $<'Iunon, h'" .... ,.,. 
p"'p",c" 10 n,d""" II""",,,,., Mlay •. b~: lbert 1Il'~ ~I,II 's;,,~ 
Ih:tl ned to be :oddr~ .... '" ,n 11> " on:a, ~,,"g Ii al jn 111 
tden,ilic, th~ i.;."",. dIal ft'" fttT.-cr.<tg (h. lund~,'" I~:cncy 
In tIK: pr~dic'u,c mOl'" .. r I'M IP,f>, !I .Jl"" 'i 1~.<'1 Iht 
ambl!uous hn l bye, 1n!:l-.",,,nR !In,,nE U.., tack tor 
a..,,""""" from .b~ neu.-ruk 13},<,' om''''<'S. ;>I\t! !lot 
'm'ffi<",,1 In:,.,..,11oo bet"1"-'11 lJu, Ionlo, I~}e' oold 11" 
nm<''''~ layer"", ,h. I'Tlm"') ,.ol"H of ~I(e ""IllIO'c-r 
btl'l1<Y 
Th~ ,.'or\,. by Py" <1 " I In 141 P'''JlO.'<' ~ p'ffl"'''''''' 
,lron,hm '0 """"",,a," U,e pI,ot-leon ~r ,une:} 10.\10. :aJt1' 
"'F-t:~nn!:- Pyo <1 ft: """ F", F'pol><nll,,1 S""",th,nr 
..I,,:e XI"")" '" [~) .... FFI Ibt pMl.t' mll ~I$"nillm ,t> 
p«d,'" II .. tiec" y of .he Jc",,,,-~! ,,~,I ""'"~Ih l),tTo"'1I1 
p"d«lIon ",~om"" h ... b.rn ll..,d A. pr«lIc""" •• I~o"'hm~ 
"'IC~ ,,, Ney mtm-P.,f'oO!1 i~ '61 and "",ftc ,.i In '.'l1'&~""< ,n 
PI_ In Ihl> raper we .rt goit\~ IV "'t LtAst M~~n Sqllnfc 
wil, d , " Jet'ineJ ,n [t l_ lI"w<>tr, an)' vtller pNd ICI' ~n 
.I ~"'i!hnl "an Ix: """d 1<1 P"" "J.-.; (h . ftSS l""'d"'I; ~n 
"'rah,l i 'i", in 'he ,cl,e,nc 
,\, it " al woy, <le<irabl. to 1"" 0 ° >1011(\0,,111,0<1 me:I" ~I:o 
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